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m'lRODUC!ION 
Tho purpose of tbia thea1a 11 to examtno Coowr•a eoc1al 
cr1t1o1am, aa espresaed ill h1a novelt, With thO ho~ of shov• 
ing that Coo~r' a mature aooial ph1loaophJ apr1nge from the 
Jerteraon1an branch ot Federalism and supports the aocial, 
cultured leadership ot an agrarian rather than a bus1neaa 
autocracr ot power, the b8a1c prtnc1ple or Hamiltonian Fed-
eralisa. 1 Th1s task 1nvo1Yea ahovihg: too: that Cooper ac: 
cepts the ~tn tenets ot Federal1am, the limited democracy 
ot tho RepUblic and the legal protection o~ propert7 in tho 
1nv1olab1lity•ot- oontract clause !n tbe United States Con-
stitution as the mana ot protecting the proportr of tho 
rev tl'om com.tng under thO control ot the man}' . 
If Jam·a Fenimore Cooper championed tba ar1atoorat1o 
agrarian eociet7 on the large estates ot Nev York, he vaa 
detondtng the va7 ot lite in vhich he grew up and thO wa1 or 
~ , 
lifo of' those whom he loved a his father, fam11J', and friends . 2 
In taking such a stand, be vas 1n accord with the prtnc1plee 
ot tbe Federal1ata Who t or.ed the oo~t1tution ot thO nev 
' republic, but not ln acaord with the two majo~ parties o~ 
- , . 
· 
1A. M. Sohlea1nger, Jr . , Tbe Aso of Jack on, pp. '19J '75, 
.,76, ,11· 
· 
2van WJck Broo~ !rhe Vorld ot Vashtnston Irvly~ pp. 214, 
215, 216. . 
V. Par~ington, lo181n O~renta 1n American Who'¥)ht, vo1.2, 
224 and 225. · 
' . . , Jamea Fenimore Ooo~r, ot1ons of the All!Or1ca.na, vol. 11 
ii. 
his mature feara. As an advooato or agrarian aupremaoy over 
the supremaoJ or 11qu1d wealth, he could not wholly accept 
the i'Whlg PartJ. 4 As a oontirmed believer 1n the leadership 
. . 
or wealth, agrarian or 11qu1d, ho could not onjoy verJ much 
the agrarian par,,. ot Jacksonian equalitarianism, tor he 
muat bolong to a m1Jlor1tJ viiag in thi group 1n vh1ch the 
small rarmel' predoJDinated. 5 Since Dei her party ot this t1DJJ 
" 
tully representod the interests ot the voalthr agrar!an, he 
vould be~ tn an e~aot aenae: a man without a part7.6 In a 
practical sense, he woUld be democrat bocauae h1 tntorest 
would be primarily agrarian. It he insisted that wealth, 
agrarian or liquid: would control the votes or the lov11: 7 
he bad no alternative tinallJ but to accept a government ot 
liqUid wealth 1t tho aupre•oJ ot agrarian vealtb. should 
' . Ooopel', Notions ot the Americans, vol. 1, 79. 
A. Hamilton, J . Ja,, J . ~~diaon, ~he Federalist, 
intor., pp . X and n . 
~Ooo~l'~ !he Redakina: Yol. 6: ~retaoo: 461. 
-D~ llaples , !he Whig Mjfth or James Fenimore Coopor, 
pp. 1-5, incl . 
5oooper~ The Redakina ~ vol. 6~ 679. 
V.Parrington, Main CUrrents 1n American !howt, vol .2, 
232 and 23,. 
. . 
Schlesinger. ~ Ag! or Jaolcaon, pp. 344 and '45. 6 . . . -
Cooper; The Monild.na, vol; 7, 342•350. 
Cooper, Mliea waiitngtord, vol. 4, 4:5:5 and 434 . 
7cooper~ ~ Cha1n.bearer~ preface: p. 228 . 
Oooper. !hi Redek!Di , pretaco, p. 461 . 
..iii 
8 give way to the nat1onal1a1ng 11DPulee or big business. Since 
the vealthJ agrarians ot Ooo~r • a tur1ty were sentl~men 
" 
farmers, 11v1ns at ease on the fol'tunes vhlch they had mado 
trom the leasing and sale ot land, thDy were bua1neaa D~Jn 
tt:rat . 9 If Cooper app:r'oved tho land epeculatol'a or hie state 
. 
and tbe1r tnvest~nta, he could not have object d to buatne a 
per ae . Whenever he deride a buainaaa, hO must refer to tho 
r1s~yahkae ~ddle olaea trade and ontor~riso. 10 
Furthermore, 1t he &ponsorod tho c uao ot tho Van neao-
selaors in tha anti-rent agitation, he must havo sided with 
tho waalth'Y agrarians ot his state. In so doU;lg, hO had to 
. 
refute the enemies to hla va7 or 11te. In Uov York, this 
\ 
maant th large numbers o~ Yahkeo 1mm1sr ntaa tho Vermont 
. , 
aq~ttet, tho Connecticut tenant:1 and thoao other foreigners 
Sooopor: Tho Oh&1nboarer~ vol . 6: preface: sea. 
; , , ~ 
Tho Redakins, vol . 6, protaco, 461, 483 . 
. , 
Schloe~r, Tho Aso_or Jac~on, ~P · 2~6-248 . 
9ooopqr, Tho Redskina, vol . 6, 461, 462, 463 . 
Homaval'd BouM, vol. 6, 478. 
R; E. Spiller, James Fenimore Cooper, Ropl'oeentativo B~­
leoUons, PP• XXI, XXII, Xfiif. 
10 . ' . .. . 
Cooper, The _ ~oDi~, vol. 7, 2~6, 247, 250. 
Schlosingor, ~be Aso or Jackson, pp. '75 and ;76. 
11 . , . . . • . 
Cooper, ~ho Chainbearer , vol. 6, 265,,36,342,359#:360. 
. . 
Miles Walltestord, vol. 5, 262 . 
from New England vho became leading bus1neae men, lawyer , 
. 
nevapape~ editor , and polltlclane as t1 rched on 1n thO 
old Kn1ckarbookor stato . To make tter vorao tor the land-
lords, many or thO wealthy, olever, and bOat-educated or 
iv 
12 
the e intrUders &JW.P&th1zed vlth tenants . BOc ueo thGse new ... 
comers approved the enterprise and the emall• tovn pattern of 
the New England 1n which they grew up, th07 represented tvo-
.. 
fold naoa to the wealthy agrarians . In 1846, those Uaw 
Yorkers of Rev Ensland doaoent ere bu 1 reforming the Nov 
York conat1tut1on and lave on property to tlt their ovn o-
ctal ph1loaophJ'. 1' fhie e1tuat1on was bound to evoke bitter: 
neaa trom thb wealthy agrarians . 
It aoopc;tr accepted the •tn tenet of' the earl7 asr 18ne 
ot h1a etate, ot men lib hie rat her and John J, y , reflected 
thie v1ev 1n hie m&nJ' vrltlnge , a1nce Cooper •a novels or.~lnato 
oh1ofly rrom a patr1ot1o urge to record tbb mores and h1ator7 
ot hie oountry and state tl'om earl7 colonial days to tho end 
of hie life and to exPlain Auer1oan pr1nc1plea to European 
. 
12coopor, The Oha1Dbearer, vol. 6, 228, 412, ~1~ , •s1. 
Home aa Found, Vol . 6, 8 and 9. 
· 
1
'n. R. Fox1 Yankees and Yorkora , pp. 196, 197, 198, 211, 212, 220. 
OooP9r, ~be Redakina, vol . 6. ~64, 481, 717. 
v· 
. 14 
and Americans alt~ . It Ooopor•a ture ph1loaoph7 .1 pr1• 
marily that or the arlJ republic, he IDW!It havo taught the 
. , , 
baa1c principle on equal1tr, jor1t1ea, minorltie , cla se , 
. . 
part1eo, propart}', and domocr 07 Vh1ch underllo the doc1a1ons 
ot thO tou.nd1ng tethers !n Yr1tilig tho American oonet1tut1ou 
, ' 
.. 
and Yhlch those Iiow York gentlom9n, Alex dor Hamilton, John 
*' .* # 
Ja7, end that V1rs1n11m ~ntloman, Ja'QX.ls d1son, explainod 
. 
so tull7 in ~he Fedoralist . 15 If eo, he taUGht tuaao principle 
. , 
1n a day of tront1e~ equal1tar1an1sm, industrial growth, and 
westward OxP&naion. EO voiced thoao doctrine in da7 1n 
which b!g buoinoss vied vith the common n tor the ol1t1c l 
16 
and social control of the nation. 
He preached bb pl'ocepts in obang1ng time to tho rent• 
less people ·- often acqu1a1t1va Yankaaa -- who disturbed his 
ad~lt :years . Ho disliked tho ifuiovationo ill custom and pl'in• 
o1plo which those immigrants tnt~oducod into h!a wey or 11~,-
- ' 
innovations wh1oh, to hie mind, threatened thO w1 e p~ov1 1ono 
~hG sfl, vo1. ·2, profaco, pp. ~44 and 445 . 
ltOma a Pound i vol. 6, prof' a co, 3 and 4. 
Satanatoo i'o • · 8, profaco, 24' . 
Whe chi~earer , Vol• 8, 227 and 228. 
the Hedakibi, vol . 6, preface, 461-465. 
. , 
R. E . Splllar, Jamaa Fenimore Ooopt;r, Rop~·oaentet1 
Selections , (Boston, American !ook Oompen7, 1936}, intro . , 
pp , XXX and XXXI. 
15coopor: Notions of the Americana: vol. 1: 79. 
, • I > " 
16coopor; Tho Redsld.ns , vol. 6, preface, 461 and· 679. - · 
Waploa, !@ B ;g ot Jalll)a Fon1more O&l'' pp.1• 5,1nc. 
Farrington, __ ~!:_en! a § ?l§rfcan !l!ho _, vo1.2,1t3e-2'' 
11 
ot the conatitution. Amo~ these our~ant practices vbioh 
•o ondangered b1a rep11blio vas tho ~owinS lack or respect 
tor property among the common people • 
. 
Fott thte roaeon, Ot>opor telt a patrtotia W'go to dotond 
tho tede:r61 preoopte on propert.,.18 On p.tt.tnclple: Ooopox-
. 
vrote The li&dald.n.s, in defense ot th$ landlord~.' • lte thought 
the ovne~$ oUGht to have the ~ight to k6op or dtaposo or 
their lalida. as tb.Oy sav tit . l9 
Cooper had more to lose ~han ga1D. by his vot-bal and writ-
ten protest t1ona . B7 oontrast1ng American v1th F.u~opean SJG• 
'tatm: hs aroueed the rurr of both Amer1ee.nEJ and EUropgana . 20 
By flighting the U.bol au1tlf to defend the rights or an AmGr-
, 
ican oJ.tt.ecu -lUld author, he bro~t lhol."'e ~ondo1Jil'lat1on on H , . -
himself'. It ha agreed, moreover1 v!th bis father ' s plan 
. 
~or d1spoa1ng ot h1 oxcees land bj direct sale, he had no 
.... 
. -
-
17cooper, The ~edek1na, vol . 6, 462, 4631 475,-480, 493, 
587-593. . . 
Ho~ As Found, ~ol. 6, 209 . 
1~oo . cit . 
l9seo p~taoes to Ooo~~· s novels of prope~ty. Soe noto 
l on paae 1 or th1e paper . · 
Coo~r, ~he nedakina, p. 577. 
20 
W.·McDowelll W1l11am Oullen Br1an~1 Raproaentative Soloct1ons, pp. 2r,, '11, 279-aar. 
21Loc. cit . 
immediate or particular interest 1n preserving large estates 
perpetua117. 22 He bad no quarrel with the division of large 
estates in tbe center of New York.23 It v&a the coercive 
legislation and mass uprietpg~ on the estates Yhioh aroused 
; 
hie indignation. To Cooper, this vaa unprincipled behavior, 
a behavior that retuaed to protect tho propert7 r1ghta ot 
the tev against the robbery ot the many. He objected to the 
. . 
lethargy or hie tellov men 1n not recognising or, at least, 
noi ight!ng openl7 th11 vtol&t!on of the conat1tut1onal 
rights or citizen• to a protection ot their propert7. Be 
4 . 
feared the oonaequancea or such laaneas . 2 For one t~, 
it would force the gentleman tarmar to seek a home elsewhere 
or to uae his money tor apeoul&t!on 1n bua1neaa enterprise 
25 
l'&ther than 1n &gl'ioultural ezpe1'1JDentat1on and culture . 
Under the transparent fiction of his social novels, the 
reader vho gl'OVB acquainted v1th th1e author knows that 
Cooper 1s speaking his mind through one or more of the gen-
tlemen character a in his book. He knave thia f'7'om the "t~" 
22 . 
" Cooper, The Redakins, vol. 6, 475, 476# 486, 660, 66,, 
700, 715. 
2:5 Loc. cit. 
24Loc . cit . 
T~ McDowell, William Cullen Brzant, Representative Se-
leot1on8, p . 281 . 
25cooper~ The Beds~~ pp. 465: 718. 
Vii 
v;Lii 
26 
charaoter or Cooper ta t!ctlon and tho uao Cooper ka or 
certain novela to teach American pr1nc1plea aa ho eeee them. 
. . 
In Home ~ Found, t ~ 1natanca, Cooper instructs his listeners 
ln t graving carolaseneas ~r tho common man toward pr1 to 
propertJ. He uses three chapters to dr matizc 
thO ~ee M!l Point aontrovoray, a pro~rty epute bout 
. 
tho uao of oome or hie land ro~ public p1cn1os and lito out-
. . 
tnse that ~aulted 1n hie post1ng hie nd and, tilareby, 
nno-y1ng so of hie Cooperatovn no!gltbore vho had boon usibg 
1t. 27 To an)'one .t m111att v1th Cooper • ooial novels: thore 
1a 11ttlo need for dofenae 1n using h1 fiction to sUb tan-
. 
t1ate oonclua1ona bout CoopQr' a op1n1on • ~ha ver7 purpo o 
for the vr1 ttng ot the bookil makoa the ourc ter1nl tor 
cuoto , hiatorJ', d Coopor • a Amrican pr1ilc1plea. 28 Tho 
rel1ab111t~ or tictio l etorence hovs 1n hie many toot-
note a ln tho long tretchea or expo 1t1on which Cooper 
1¥&78 ins rta 1nto his narr~ 1 and vh1oh ropeat the samo 
beltbt ~roquentl7 in tba or hie pr~litlc wr1t1nea.29 
Tho r 1 proot 9t the author• a ovn vlev agreeing vtth 
26a. E . Sp1ll&r: Jamea Fen1moro CooPgr: Reproeentative 
Seleot1onR, Intt-o. , i:dtt. 
27coopQr: Rome AI Pound~ pp. 105:122. 
E . R. Outland, Tbe "Etti~ Ltbele" on Cooper (l~dieon, ~ Univora1t~ o~ Wisconsin Stlidlea~LihSUige and t!terature, 1929), 
'PP • 42-62. 
, -
Schloa1nger, The A§e ot Jackson, p. 376. 
. . . 
28sp111er, · Jameu·Feni=ore OooF!r, Repro entat. ve Seloct1ons, 
Intro . , p . XXX,'Xili, tit-tv. 
29 . . " -
Cooper, fbO edakina, vol .G, (soe Chapt . ll,pp. 474- 482. ) 
i x • 
statements of representative characters is the repet ition of 
these same opinions in the· prefaces to the many novels and 
The American Democrat , a non- fiction codification of Cooper ' s 
30 . ' 
political and social views. If Cooper , as a mature man, 
supported the leadership of the wealthy agrarian in the pol-
itics of state and nation llke that of the republic of his 
younger days , hls quarreln stem largely from h1a disagree-
ments with those who do not believe as he does , with those 
New Yorkers of New England descent who are busy changing 
31 the pattern of the large estates to fit their o'1n i doal . 
For a clear insight into this problem, we need to know 
--... Cooper ' s thought on political parties, trade, Yaruroes , and 
property. 
. 
3°sp1ller, James Fenimore Cooper , Representative Solec-
t1ona , p . 11 . 
31 See Page 4, Note 13. 
CHAPTER I 
ON POLITY 
For Cooper, there are gover~nta of man and governments 
l 
ot lav or principle . The governmenta ot men divide into 
those 1n vb1ch the one , the tev, or the many control the af-
faire or the nation. To explain Cooper • s meaning, an abso-
lute monarch7 may represent the ~ule of the oneJ an oligarchy, 
the rule or the teV J a certain unlimited or pure democracy, 
. 
the rule of the manyJ and a certain limited monarchy and dem-
ocracy, the government or lave . Cooper's conclusions on the 
republica of Italy, and more part1cular11 the Venetian polity, 
. . -
ahov his optn!ona of the government or the fev, and, inciden-
2 tall7, or the government ot the one . His tt~or1es on England 
and the United States clarity his v1eve on the governments of 
., 
lav, and h1a comment a on the coiBJilon- man majority ot Andrew 
. . 
Jaokaon•e time, and later, illumine his conceptions of the 
4 government of the many. 
Writing The Bravo to give his countrymen a picture of 
the so- called republics or the other hemisphere and the 
1 cooper, The Mon1k1ne , vol . 7, 422. 
-
2 
The Redskin. , vol . 6, 462 and 463 • 
. 
The Bra~o , vo1 . 10, 411, 412, 417 and 478 . 
Notions ot the Americans, vo1 .2, 334 and 335. 
The Mon1kina , vol . 6, '44. 
2 . 
Venetian polity in particular, Cooper objects to applying the 
term republic to these states. As a few rich and powerful 
men govern these states, Cooper feels that they are more 
properly termed oligarohiea.5 In such governments: tho rulers 
inherit their power and have high and exclusive privilegea.6 
Distinctions in rank, as separated entirely from-
the will of the nation, · tormod the baaia of Vene-
tian polity . Authority , though divided, vas not 
less a birthright than in those governments in 
which it was openly avowed to be a dispensation 
of Providence. The patrician order bad its high 
and exclusive privileges, which were guarded and 
maintained with a moat selfish and engro9sing 
spirit . Be who vas not born to govern bad little 
hope or ever entering into the poeaeaaion of his -
natural j,'ights J while he vbo vas, by the interven-
tion ot chance, might wield a power ot the most · 
tearful &lld despotic character. At a certain age, 
all or senatorial rank, (tor, bJ a specious fal-
lacy, nobility did not take ita usual appellations) 
were admitted into the council of the nation. 
Danger to these hereditary governments comes trom the majority 
vho have to extort any rights they obtain from the vested pow-
ers of a minority. For this reason, such despotisms have to 
protect themselves from the ever imminent revolts or the re-
pressed major1t1ea. 7 
But, admitting ever1 benefit which oan possibly flov 
from a just administration, vith vlse and humane prin-
ces, a · government vh1ch 1a not properly baaed on the 
people, possesses an unavoidable and oppreea1ve evil 
of the firat magnitude, in the neoeaa1t1 or supporting 
itself by physical force, and the oneroua 1mpoa1t1ons 1 
against the natural action of the majority. 
5The Bravo, vol. 10, 477. 
6 . 
Ibid., pp. 411 and 412. 
-
7Loc. cit. 
Cooper's analysis of these so-called republics reaulte u 
in the following criticism. In the first place, they were not 
republics in the true s1gn1f1cance of the vordJ they were ol1-
garoh1es.8 From this deduction, it naturally followed that 
not one of these Italian states confided the pover to the 
' 
people.9 In spite of this, cr1t1os have cited, sooner or 
later, everyone of theee self-styled commonwsalths in proof 
or the inability or ~n to govern the~elvea and to predi~t 
10 the downfall of the liberal American system. In the second 
place, critics have concluded thAt a republic like that of 
America is better on a small acale than on $ large scale, and 
Cooper disagrees with their theory. 
~hat suoh a sJstem ia better on a large scale, 
though contrary to brilliant theories which -
have been written to uphold different inetitu-
tiona, must be evident on the smallest reflection, 
since the danger of all popular governments 1s 
from popular mistakes, and a people of diveraified 
interests and extended territorial posaesa1ona are 
much less likely to be the subjects of sinister 
passions ihan the 1nheb1tants of a single town or 
oountry.l 
To Cooper~ the "mildest and juateat governments in Europe are 
- -
at th!e moment, theoretically, despot1sms."12 From these com-
8The Bravo, vol. 10, 477. 
9Ib1d., p. 478. 
~ 
10toc.c1t. 
lLrhe Bravo, pp. 411 and 412. 
12Loc. cit. 
menta , we know that Cooper ' s sympathies did not lie with 
governments which were ruled by the one or the few . 
The rule of the many was a later development and belongs 
more properly to the discussion of political partie3 . For 
this reason, this topic will await a later consideration un-
til we examine Cooper ' s comments on governments of law and 
principle and the Federalist Party which resulted from the 
formation of the new republic in the United States . 13 
Cooper explains that the English government is repre-
sentative and a government of laws instead of a government of 
willa, which, to him, is the difference between liberty and 
despotism. In England, the power of the government rest in 
the aristocracy, but ·this aristocracy is not exclusive . It 
is an aristocracy of wealth, talent , and enterprise . The 
commons , however , have difficult y still in triumphing over 
the lords . 14 
To speak of the governing class of England as a 
class of nobles i a absurd; it is the aristocracy 
of wealth, talent, and enterprise that rulea Eng-
land . Were the avenues of political power closed-
against the approach of new aspirants , tho govern-
ment of Great Britain would be overturned in a 
dozen years . It is not 1n the power of art to re-
press the energy of natural influences , when they 
have once gatherea head . The effect of vast co~­
IOOrce , of intelli gence diffused to a certain degree·, 
. 
13cooper, The Not ions of the Americans , vol . 2, note 167. 
14 . 
Ibid ., pp . 334 and 335. 
and of individual enterprise, has been to wreat the 
pover from the crown, to curtail ita intluenoe on 
the lords, and to · repoae moat of ita exercise in 
the commons. Nov, all that democracy can do without 
recoUl'le to violence 1n England, ib here done, be- -
cause it is obe11n.g a natural law. But the very d1f· 
t1cult7 which 11 found in etteot1ng a final triumph, (as by compelling the lords to acquiesce •t all t1mee 
1n the wishes of the commons), prove• the difficulty 
of wresting pawlS trom those who bave it, though they 
may be the rev. 
To Cooper, the English gover~nt is 4 great improvement 
over the government of the one and the taw, but the ~~ioan 
government 1e still better. Because government 1e, beyond a 
doubt, a sort of aoU(paot, Cooper thinks "that thoae who pre• 
sor1ba its conditions are under a natural obligation to consult 
the rights of the whole. "l6 The founding fathers of the United 
, , 
States realized thisJ oonaequent17, 1n A~rioa, t he power ot 
the governed rests 1n the consent of the people, as it oUght, 
rathe~ than 1n an aristocracy, even though that ar1stocracr 
, 17 
is one of wealth, talent, and enterprise. That this is a 
more natural prooeduro, Cooper suggests, 1a 11 auttto1ently 
evident from the fact that Engl&nd 1tsell' has been tendtns 
. . 
toward the same result, during two centll.ries, under circum-
stances that have calculated to bring natural 1ntluences 
into play."18 
15cooper, Notions, vol. 2, 334 and ''5· 
16 Loc.c1t. 
17Loo .o1t. 
18:Loa.c1t. 
In spite of European predictions that America will fi-
nally turn to monarchy, Coo~r reels that, eo tar , our ex-
per1mantG have all been in favor of democracy . "It 1s pos-
sible to have both order and prosperity under a form of gov-
ernment that admits of the utmost extension ot the sUf.frage."19 
In fact, this autfrage b&a ~~v~~~l advantages. For one thing, 
it 1e a safeguard ags1n~t the tendency or monopoly in govern-
ments where the power is invested in tbe tev. 
If men, Yhen a little better than common, were any-
thing lika perfect, ye might hope to see power 
lodged with satety 1n the hands of a reasonable 
portion of the enlightened without danger of ita 
abuse, But the experience of the wor ld goes to prove 
that there is a tendency to monopoly wherever power 
is repoeed in the bands of a rew. Nothing is more-
likely to be true than that tvanty wise men v111 · u-
n1tc 1fi opinion in opposition to a hundred fools, 
but nothing is more certain than, if placed in 
situations to control ·all the interests of their 
less gifted neighbors, the chance is that fifteen 
or siXteen or them would pervert their phll.Oai>-phy. -
Th1a ·was at least our political creed and ve, there-
fore, admitted a vaet majority or the oo~1ty to 
a right of voting.20 
Aa well aa being a protection against the few, Cooper thinks 
that the extension or the suffrage removes complaint from the 
majority without making any great or lasting 1mpraas1on on tho 
21 prosperity or policy ot the countFy. 
19ooopcr, Notions, vol. 1, 264. 
20Ib1d., p. 265. 
21Ibld. , pp. 265 and 266. 
Since the hour of the revolution, the habits, opin• 
lona, lava, and I my say principles ot the Amr -
cans are getting ~aily to be more democratic . We 
are perfectly aware that vb1le the votes of a fev 
scattered individuals can make no g1~eat nor lasting 
impression on the prosperity or policy or the coun-
try, their disaffect1on2~t being excluded might give a good deal of trouble. 
Moreover, the good sense ot the mass or the oo~tty causes 
the representation to romn1n much as it was under the crown. 
The re~leaentation under the crown differed but 
little ' f r om that ot tha present day . It is, in 
truth, a representation) and the surprise should 
be, not that the people choose so many man of a 
situation in lite closely resembling that ot a 
majority, but rather that they choose so tew. 
There ia a good sense !n the mass or the community 
here that tells them a certain degree ot 1ntell1· 
gence and respectability of character is needed in 
a representative or the nation. No one will deny 
that they sometimes deceive themselves, but on the 
vhple, · they are sufficiently critical. For native · 
talent, practical intelligence, and moral character, 
and political honesty, the Congress of the Uni·~ed -
States need not dread a comparison with the legisla-
ture of any other country. I do not mean to say -
they are perfect, but I am quite certain, from tol-
erably oloao observation that they do as muoh good 
and as little harm as any other similar body in 
the world . 
7.· •• 
And tinally, tho government of Ame~1ca is a contract. and the 
protection of lite, liberty, and property rests securely in 
1ta constitution aa Cooper makes clear • 
. 
22cooper, Notions, vol. 1, 265 and 266. 
2' 4 Ibid., vol. 2, 2 • 
2-In 1789, the Constitution of the United States 
went into operation, New York being a party to-
its creation and conditions. By that Contt1tu-
t1on, the State deliberately deprived itself of · 
the power to touch the covenants or these leases, 
without conceding the power to any ott~r govern-
ment, unless it Jllight be through a change or the 
Conntitut1on itself. 
a. 
From Cooper's opin1ona, aa sampled here, ve conclude that 
he accepted wholeheartedly the American government ot the early 
nineteenth century because thia is the one government that he 
extols . This moans that he accepted the cauae ot the American 
Revolution and the political equality that resulted from it. 
As Cooper saw it, this granting of the vote to the common man 
had two distinct advantagess 1t kept the rev from monop~l1&1ng 
poverJ 1t kept the majority happy. At the same time, it did 
no h8rm. The common sense of tho maaaee made them choose 
. . 
cr1t1call1 an~ vellJ they chose tev of their own class. Aa 
a consequence, the representation in the government vas not 
changed ~ch. The constitutions of the United States and New 
York protected life, libert7, and property. Framed by such 
men as Alexander Hamilton, John Jay and Ja•s .Madison, the 
government was one of prino1ple.25 
24cooper , The Redskins, vol . 6, 462. 
25 Notion• , vol. 1, 79. 
CHAPTli!R J!I 
ON FEDERALISM 
The men vho started the Federal Republic were the pa-
triots of the revolut1on. 26 Whatever tbo1r aoc1al views 
and the consequent differences arising from them, they were 
wealthy men, primarily agrarians, in a largely agricultural 
country. 27 They were the conservative wing or the r-evolu-
tionaries as well, because Jefferson, Patrick Henry, Samuel 
Adms, and Thomas Paine were not p~esent at the constitutional 
oonventiou for one reason or an~ther.28 In debating the is-
sues, and framing the new government, many differences of 
opinion arose, and the preferences ranged all tho way from 
a limited monarchy to a republ1o . 29 To establish the gov-
ernment, th&se men compromised.30 Hamilton gave up his more 
conservative ideas for the t1~ and urged the citizens to ' 
accept the conatitut1on.'1 After securing a bill of rights, 
Jefferoon seemed sat1efied.32 
26o . & M. Beard, The Rise of American 01vi11zat1on, vol.l, 
309, 311, and 331. 
vol . 
27Parr1ngton, The ¥Ain Currents in American Thousht, 
1, 282 . 
28Beard, The Rise , vol. 1, 311. 
29Ib1d., p . 316. 
-
3°Ib1d., p. 317. 
-
3la. Washington, The Federalist, #l , p. 6. 
32J . Koch & w. Peden, The Life and Writings of Thomas 
Jefferson, pp . 460, 461 and 62,. 
In choosing a representative person to explain the 
leadlng tenets ot the constitution, James Madison seems a 
good choice. 
" 
In the first place, Madieon discussed clearly 
the subjects of faction and property 1n The Federal1at .3J 
10 
Secondly, in writing ao many essays for this doou~~nt, the 
purpose of Which vas to urge the states to ratif1 the consti-
tution, Y~dison must have represented v1e~s common to a large 
34 
number or the Federalists. If so, r~ expla!ns th0 boliots 
or a large number of the wealthy agrarians who debated, de-
liberated, and helped to trai:DI!t the constitution. In the third 
place, Madison later joined the Jefferson1Rn Wing or the Fed-
eral1ats.35 At the time of The Federalist, however, he was 
collaborating with Hamilton and Jay.36 In speaking or John 
Jay's contribution to these papers, Cooper tells us that 
these celebrated oasa,-s have since neoaoo to be a text-book 
for the principles of' the American government. n37 
In the concise tenth ensay, Madison comments on major!• 
. . :;s 
ties~ minorities, and propertJ. He thinks that the American 
conetitut1on is an admirable improvement on the popu~'r models 
33 J. 1·md1son, ~he Ped::ral1:st, #10 1 PP. 53·62. 
'4 C. & M. Beard, The Rise or Ame~lcan Civilization, vol.l, 
)33 and 334. 
35Ibia., p . :;4A. 
-
-::a.6 
' Cooper, Notions, vol. 1, 79. 
'
7Loo . cit. 
'8z~d!son~ Foderali::t~ #10, pp. 53-62. 
of both ancient and modern dooumentsJ but, in a republic# 
"the overbearing majority" too often decides measures at the 
e•pense or juetice.39 The blame for this lies, not in the 
government, but in the manifold and conflicting interests of 
men and their varying abilities in acquiring property. 
The most common and durable source o~ factions 40 
has beon the unequal distribution of property. 
lL. 
Madison describes faotion as a group~ corepoaed of either a 
majority or a minority, vhioh is "united and actuated by some 
common 1mpulae o~ passion, or of interest, adverse to the 
rights of other o1t1aens, or to tho permanent and aggregate 
interests of the oommun1ty." 41 If the taction consists of a 
few, the republican government protects the majority. 
If a taction consists of leas than a major1ty, -
rel1ef ia supplied by the republican principle, 
which enables the majority to defeat 1ts siniater 
views by regular vote. • • • lfuen a majority is 
included in a faction, the form of popula~ govern-
ment, on the other hand, enables it to sacrifice 4 to 1ts ruling passion or interest both the public 2 
good and the rights of other citizens. To secure 
the public good and private ~1ght$ against the 
danger of auch a faction, and at the same tima to 
preserve the ep1r1t and the form of popular gov-
ernment, 1s then the great object to vhieh our 
inquiries are directed.' 
For l~d1aon. the.solution of taction, a majority faction, is 
39Mad1son, Federalist, #10~ p. 54. 
40Ibid.~ p. 56. 
-41 .. 
Ibid., p. 54. 
-42 Federalist, #10, PP• 57 and 58. 
I 
a republic, a government in which representation takes place. 
This is not an unlimited democracy, for the pure democracy 
breeds faotinns and does nothing to "check the sacrifice of 
the weaker part,- or an obnoxious ind1v1dual."43 
Hence 1t is tha.t euoh democracies have ever been 
spectacles or turbulence and contention1 bave ever been foun~ 1neompati"ble w~.th personal security or 
the rights or prope~t1, and have in general been as 
short !n their lives aa they have been violent in 
their doaths . 
There ere two important differences between a democracy and 
a repUblic . 
44 
The two great points of difference between a 
democracy and a republic are~ first, the dele-
gation of the government , in the latter, to a 
small number of citizens elected by the rest! 
secondly, the greate~ number of citizens and 
greater ephere of country over which the latter 
may be extended. 
Writing in 1787, then, to explain the principles of the 
republic, Madison seems to thrill to the new government ae 
the beat in present and past worlds. The ideal government 
protects the many from the rev and the few from the many. 
In a republican government, the majority have protection 
from tbe few by the very nature ot the contract aince the 
many can always outvote or ovei•come the minority. Because 
4:; 
Loc . c1t. 
4.1J Loc.clt . 
the ma!n function of government is the protection of propert,, 
the difficulty, in a republican form of government, !a to 
&lllll'e the minor1t7 protection from the ny. 'lo defend the 
rights of the rev and the many, therefore, a republic is the 
fairest and most practical solution. 
Some forty to fortJ- five years later, Cooper wroto his 
Notions of the Amorioans and The Bravo. In both of these books, 
Cooper refutes the or1t1ca vho disapprove of his Amoricn. In 
The Bravo, as ve have seen, Cooper diacards the government of 
the f'ev as bringing misery to the many. In the Notions, Cooper 
demonstrates that England 13 tar ahead of European governments 
in otfer1ne political 11bort1ea but behind America . In this 
book, too, under the thin disguise or Cad~allader, Cooper 
shows a positive auprov&l of the institutions or hil country as 
he displays them proudly to an English t raveler. To Cooper, 
at thls time , the prosperity of America is tho direct result 
4~ 
of the institutions of his country. J In speaking of the 
majority vote, r~dieon is referring to a more limited suffrage . 
As New York removed its property qualifications 1n 1821, 
Cooper 1s oomment1ng on the more extensive auftrage of a later 
da7. 46 He 18 discusl1ng a somewhat current move, the conse-
quences of which are disturbing to many . 47 Oooper•e remarks on 
45Not1ona~ vol . 1, 95 and 96. 
46 . 
D. R. Fox,_ Decline or Ar1stocraoz in the 
New York, pp . 2:5o and 2yf. 47 . 
Ibid . , pp . 250-2'74 . 
-
Politics of 
l~ • 
the subject seem to juatify the conclusion that , at the t1ma 
of writing, he felt that the more unlimited vote had, as yet~ 
made no difference in the status quo. The few retained the 
reins of the government anet. the majority recognized them as 
leaders. Everyone was tho happier for 1t. The American gen-
tleman vas the delegated representative of the common man 1n 
48 
the United States. Th~ republic was for Cooper, too, at 
this time, the ideal governtwnt in a practical vorld 1n which 
49 
nothing is perfect. His definition or a republic is rem-
iniscent of l·iadison • s: 
50 Were ve to characterize a republic, ve ehould say 
it vas a state 1n which powe,.•, both theoretically 
and practically 1e oer1ved from the nattonA with 
a conatant respono1b1lity fo~ the agents or the 
r6public to the people, a responsib!ltty that is 
ne~tcer to be evaded or denied. 
So far, Ccoper reflects Y~d1son•s views clearly . In 
debating tho form of the new government, however, }mdison 
differentiates carefully between the republic and a pure 
democracy. Porseeing a future 1n which the mjorit7 might 
supplant ths few in an unlimited democrac}, he suggests 
making prov1s1ona to prevent this from ever happeiling be-
. 
cause, if it ever does happen, the majority v111 control the 
48wot1ons , p. 263~ 
49Ibid . ~ pp. 95, 96 . 
5°Bravo, p. 411. 
propert~ ot the wealthy few . The corollary or majority rule 
11 agrarian lav, the division of the large estates. From his 
premise, he argued that the landlords ought to assure them-
51 
selves a share 1n the govern.ent. 
' The landed interest , at prosent, is prevalent, but 
• • • will not the landed 1ntereats be overbalanced 
1n future elections? • • • Unless wisely provided 
againtt 1 vhat will become of our government? In 
England, at this day, if elections were open to all 
olasaes of people, the property or landed propri-
etors would be insecure . An agrarian law vould 
take place. It these observations be just, our 
government ought to secure the permanent 1nterests 
of the country against innovation. Landlords 
ought to have a sharo in tho government to support 
these invaluable interests, and to balance and 
check the other . They oUght to be so constituted 
as to protect the minority or the opulent against 
the majority. 
As ve have said before, Madison' s views represent those of 
a large nUmber of men vho composed the oon1titutional con-
vention. As ve have seen, many of Cooper*& vievs reflect 
Madison' • · Aa Cooper'a opinions on property and majorities 
belong proper-ly to the period of the contest for political 
power between the Whig and RepUblican Parties, we shAll 
postpone diseuse 1P~ tham until late~ . 
Aa we have seen, the founding fathe~s agreed to a oo~ 
px·omiae between those members who leaned toward England for 
a ~del and those who wished a more republican form of gov-
ernment . In working out the problems or the nelt nation, 
51 . . . 
Farrington, Main Currenta , vol .l, 282 . 
Federalist a~vooatea of liQuid wealth and wealthy agrar~ana 
began to refute the arguments of each other in leg1slat1ve 
52 
ch&mbara and oppose each other 1n political contests. AB 
the first 8eoretar7 of the TreasurJ, Alexander Hamilton en-
couraged big business and laid the foundation tor its pro-
53 -
motion. As the first Secretary of State, Thomas Jefferson 
16 .. 
favored agrarianism and Jearned .for a nation ot small farmers 
vho owned their own land and voiced their prcterenoes at the 
polle.54 GraduallJ, those vho favored Hamilton's policies 
drew together 1nto the group vhioh becamo known as the Fed-
eralist Party. The Jeffersonian wing of Federalism became 
55 . 
the party of opposition. tater, this group becalDe the 
Republican PartJJ and still later, the Democratic Party. 
Ae the Hamiltonian branch of Federalism grew tnto the Whig 
and the Whig into the partJ we know as the present Republican 
. . 
Partt, the term republican, as applied to the pol1t1eal de-
. . 
soendants ot the Jetfersoniana, although 1llum1nat1ng, perhaps , 
56 is contusing. Because of this ve sh&ll call th1s group 
democratic or tho Democratic Part7 in future references 1n 
this paper . 
52Bea~d, Ba.s1c History ot the United Staten, PP• 165,166. 
53Loc . c1t . 
54 Loc.cit. 
55Loc .c1t . 
Cooper, Notions, note, p . 167. 
56~3aic Historz~ pp. 211, 212. 
The Federalist Party, the Hamiltonian branch of Feder-
alism, included, tor a long time, a large proportion or the 
vealthJ men 1u the middle and oastern states , a large propor-
tion of the ancient officers and patriots of the revolution, 
and ttall those who hac1 a bias in favor of the mother coun-
57 try. u The merchants and men interested in 1Jus1noss made up 
58 the unchanging oora of tha Fadoral1st Party. In commercial 
centers like New York, these men woro bo~d to act together 
aga1nat the antagonis ms of planters of the south, on the one 
hand, and their allies, the wage mechanic on the other hand .59 
, , 
Citizens, .anxious to encour•age comi&erce , on the one hand, and 
to conserve the old traditiona uf a ruling class, upon the 
other, joined this party in tho 3arly days of the republic .6° 
Among the people who supported the Federal ist Party 1n 
the early days of the republic , a rew new Yorka1ls interest 
us particularly because of their possible influence in shaping 
Cooper 1 a social and political vi wo as a boy. For one, there 
is Judge William Cooper , the father of James Fenimore Cooper . 
This landed proprietor had made his fortune~ soon after the 
61 
revolution, from buying end selling land in upper New York State . 
57wot1ons, note, p . 167. 
58 Fox, Decline, p. 21. 
59 !b1d.' p. 117. 
60 
Ib1d., P· as. 
-61t~1n Currents, vol . 2, 224 and 225. 
The result of his enterprise was tho settlement which became 
Cooperstown . On an extensive estate by Lake Ostego , the 
son grew up while his father served two terms in Congress , 
nine years as the first judge of the country, rode far and 
18 . 
. 62 
wide in the cause of Jay and Aaron Burr , and , in doing this , 
nreached the doct~ine that simple people should vote as 
they wero told and leave the management of the government t o 
the gentlemen .63 According to one report , he even threatened 
to ruin his debtors if they refusad to vote for ~~. Jay . 
This John Jay, of whom we have just spoken, was the father 
of the boy with whom Cooper went to school . He had played & 
very conspicuous part alliong the founding fathers and later in 
64 
the Federalist Party . Aa we have mentioned before , Jolm 
Jay wrote some of the essays for The Federalist . Besides 
serving as a diplomat , he ~ook a distinguished part in forming 
the constitution. He resigned his position as chief justice 
65 to negotiate the treaty of commerce . He was afterwardo 
governor of New York for six years . After this , he retired 
from political life altogether; and from then on, he lived 
on his hereditary estate , "enjoying the profound , and I might 
62Loc cit . 
63Loc. cit . 
64Not1ona , vol. 1, 79 and 80. 
65 Notions , vol. 1 , 79 and 80. 
almost say, the idolatrous respect or all vho enter his pr1• 
vate e1rcle . "66 This is the man vho Cooper tells us put down 
"instanter" the attempt to rea1st the payment ot rent on the 
manor of the L1v1ngatons when tho execution of the lava was 
intrusted to h1ms 
Governor Jay met the pretension as ve all knov67 
such·a man would maet 1t and the matter died 
a~ay, and has been nearly forgotten. It !a 
vortbT of remark that he put the evil down. But 
this ls not the ago or John Jays. 
Stephen Van Rensselaer represents the influence ot the 
Dutch patroon of New York. He vas "the ~1Chelt man 1n New 
York State , and the largeet landlord in the country, ~ith 
his score of square ~lea parceled on le sehold tenure 
field.tng a large 1nooms trom the rents and the quarter 
sales •••• His reputation as a man vas such aa to dr w tho 
6 . 
homage of men•a hearta . " 8 In later 1ears, Cooper defended 
the case of the landlords againat the tenants in tho anti-
rent wars that broke out as a result of Stephen Van Rene• 
selaer•a will. The Van Rensselaer ra~1lJ vas priminent in 
the govermnent: 
. 69 
Whether trom admiration, fear, or gratitude, the 
tenants ot the Van Reneeelaers had un!~orml1 been 
6~oc: o!t . 
67Redak1ns, p . 476 . 
68nec11ne ot Ar1atooracz: P"P · 32 and 33. 
69 . h 
Ibid., p. 1~2. 
-
accustomed to· select the prDprietor, some member 
of the family, or some deaignated· triend, to 
represent them in the leg1elature, and for more-
than hal~ or the first f orty years of the repub-
lic a Van nenaselaer sat in Congress as a mcmbe 
tor ·· the district or upper Hudson. 
Gouvenew.; ltf.ol-:.L-.13 was another representative o~ the em-
inent N~w York families: 
No statesman of Ilev York had been heard with mo:re7° 
respect in party councils than Gouverneur Morr s . 
Learned· 1n the lore and technique or governmont 
science, acquainted with the courts of ~urope, gen-
erous 1n ser-v1ce for the public good, possessed of 
an enorwous fortune, he seemed a type of what was 
beet and reapeotable in Federalism, and no one more 
than he vae representative of that party•a landed 
1nter~et 1n New YorK. The boundaries of his OYn 
estate of fifteen hundred acree at Horr1san1a did 
not not 11m1t his concern 1n tho velfare of real 
p~operty. He ptwchan d heavily, not only in the 
St. Lawrence region, where the townB of Gouverneur 
and Morristown now rena1n as monumenta, but also 
in the western wilderness . 
2Q . 
Morris disbelieved in extending tho suffrage because he 
Ghought that ·the people who hAd no property would sell their 
votoa to the rich.71 He argued against taxing the land• 
If taz1ng speculators should become fash1onable, 72 
atooks ~y perchance be annoyed . Speculators, as 
such, are not respectable , but they are necessary 
and in no case more so than ia t e se·ctlewnt or 
wild land . It has been tried to prevent accumula-
tions of lurge traol~a in few hands by oonf1n1ng 
grants to small tracts, but expe~1ence haa pr ved 
70 Ibid., p. 125. 
-ql . 
Docllne or Ar1stoc~eoz, p . 143 . 
72Ibid., p . 126 . 
-
that, until rich men purchase up these small tracts, 
the oountr~ cannot be settled. It ia absurd to 
suppose a person wi th scarce a second shirt to his 
back can go three hundred m1~es to look at a farm, 
have it surveyed, travel back again to the office 
tor a patent, clear the land, cut a r oad, make a 
settlement~ and build house nnd barn, and then an 
owner under a prior grant may come forward and-
take possession. As t hings stand now, the con-
flict ot title 1s generally b~t~een men able to 
stand the shook. 
As a boy, then, Cooper lived among brilliant minds, 
assoo1at1ng as he did vith some or the very finest or the 
New York gent.leman, leaders in the affairs of their state 
and nation. Aa he grew up, he followed the fortunes ot 
parties . ED reports that , as time vent on, the Federalist 
Party faYored a stronger government73 and pursued a policy 
in the var or 1812 that destroyed it.74 Be tells ua: too 
about the older Jnembers of' the party and their childrena 
The older members ot the party sometimes act75 
together nov, from habit and intimacy, but 
the generation that 1s juat appearing on the 
stage , already read the party struggles 1n 
whi ch their rathera were engaged as matters 
o1' history . There i s no such party known in 
the United States , aa a party unfriendly to 
their instituti ons , though, doubtless, there 
~re still a tew men living who retain some of 
their ancient attachments for the sort of 
government under which they were born. It is 
worthy of remark, that the children of these 
men are almost always decided democrats, and 
73Not1ons ~ vol . 2, 168. 
74Loc . c1t . 
75Not1ons , vol . 2 , 168 . 
21!' 
in many instances , the complete suocese of 
the confederat1ve system has overcome the 
prejudices of old and bigoted Tories. 
In ~mevard Bound, ha explains the party history of the 
E.f'f1nghams of this earlJ period: 
The Effinghams had started Federalist, in the true76 
meaning of the termJ for their education, native 
sense , and principles, had a leaning to order, 
good government, and the dignity of the country. 
But, as factions became fiercer, and na~s got 
to be confounded and contradictory, the landed 
branch settled dovn into what they thought were 
American, and the collllllero1al branoh in·to what 
might properly be termed English Federalists. 
We do not mean that the father of John intended 
to be untrue to hie native landJ but by following 
the dogmas of party, he had reasoned himself into 
a set of maxims which, if they meant an~thing, 
meant everything but that vh1eh had been solemnly 
adopted as the governing principles of his own 
country. 
22 . 
Living from 1789 to 1851, Cooper experiences a 11£ctime 
which runs parallel to the first sixty- t wo years of our 
nation. Vhile reporting Cooper ' s opinions on majorities and 
minorities in their relation.hip to monarchy, oligarohT, and 
a republic, we have been conoern$d in the first part of our 
paper with those vieva that reflect the aatiafaot1on of a 
wealthy agrarian vith h1s state and nation while the landed 
gentleman still control• the electorate . 77 Cadwallader 
. . 
proudly displays , to his English v1sitor, the orderliness or 
6 . 7 Homeward Bound, vol . 5, 503. 
77Not1ons: vol. 1~ 130. 
a popular election, in which Clinton, the gentleman, 1s e-
78 lected governor o.t New York State. Business is growing but 
has not, as yet, reached a position to challenge agrarian 
oontro1. 79 The Yankee immigrant into Now York ia heartily 
. . 
disliked but has not, aB yet, affected very much the political 
80 . 
or social life of the landed gentleman. Society js still, 
tor Cooper, in the Templeton stase of The Pioneers or the 
first period of M$rk Woolston's colony on the crater. In the 
last part of o~ pap3r, ve shall be concerned, on the other 
I 
hand, v1th vieva which reflect thO dissatisfaction of a 
wealthy $grar1an with hla country. In this lator period, 
beginning approxi~tely in 1833 and ending 1n 1851, the 
landed gentleman no longer r.ontrola the politics of his state 
and ~t1cn. :n this pt>l'1od1 tho Nev Yol'kox·s of New England 
descent have a prominent part in tho pol1t1os of New York 
State, In tbie period, too• the American nation is fast 
changing from an agricultural nation into an industrial one. 
l·1onocrats end the con:uuon man are replacing the wealthy 
agrarian as the political leaders of New York State . 
78 Loc. cit. 
79uotione~ vol . 1, 124. ~ 
Deoitne of Arietooracz, p. 323. 
80 . 
The Redak1na, p. 679 . 
.. 
CHAPTER III 
ON TRADE AND FACTIONS 
When Cooper roturned to h1a country in 1833, he found 
l his AlllOr!ca greatly chAnged. Doing his full share, if not 
~ore, to effect these changes, vas that inveterate migrant 
24. 
2 from a New EngUlnd vboae economy forced him to move. Coming 
from a homo of small farms, pure democracy, and trade, the 
Puritan Yankee oroased the border of new York and became a 
aquatte1•, a teacher, a ter~t, a busineae man, a pol1t1o1an, 
. 3 
a ne~spaper editor, or a ccmb1nation of those. In each case, 
he waa a nuisance from the wealthy agrarian point of v1ew . 
As a ~qoot.teJ? , he aottle on land vh1ch the new Yorker 
4 
claimed as his pronort • Aa a tenant, he wished to coerce 
5 . 
the landlord into selline him the leased land. As a lawyer, 
he extorted p~opert1 from the earl1e~ New York aettlers.6 
~aline of Aristocr ecz, pp. 274 an 301 . 
Rome Xs Found, •oi. 6, 62 . 
2 D. R. Fox, Ya~e5 and Yorkoro, pp. 47, 20-21. 
3
rrome AB Fottnd~ vol. 6: 8 and 9. 
4The Chainbearer~ vol. 6: 342. 5 . . . 
Ibid., pp . 322, 3231 451. 
!&DKeas and Yo~kers, p. 14}. 6. 4 • • 
nono As :F'ound, vol. 6, 8 and 9. 
Ae a bua1nees man. he speculated madly. 7 As a newspaper ed-
itor~ he deferred to the major1ty . 8 Priding himself on being 
a an ot the people and the friend or tho lowly l~t~J oring man 
. 9 
4nd farmer, hD vorkod for agrarian reform. To the wealthy 
agrarian like Cooper 6 he was a demagogue because he influenced 
the people or deferred to them in effecting biG own ends and 
10 
not from any sincere desire to better their cause. By 1833 6 
~ 
he had gained & solid influence in the politics of New York, 
and he used thia 1ntluence to reform rrow York into the pattern 
11 
of Ney England. 
On h1• return home 6 Cooper found, also, that the lowly 
12 
mechanic and farmer composed the majority of the agrarian party. 
These men had swept JackSon into office 1n 1828 and again in 
1832. Adopting the ~me of the Democr atic Party, this faction 
. 
7Decline of Ari1tocracy , p . 20. 
!ahkeee and ! ortcers, p . 197. 
Home Aa Found, pp. 53- 56 . 
8 -
Homeward Bound, vol . 5; 520- 525, 695. 
Home Aa Found, vol. 6, 121. 
The Redaklnaf vol. 66 654 , 671. Yankees and orkers, p. 211 . 
9The Redskins . p. 671 . 
lOt,oo . cit . 
-
llyankeea and Yorkers , p . 222. 
12Baa1c Biatorz, pp . 229, 249 . 
carried every election between 1828 and 1856, v1th the tvo 
exceptions of 1840 and 1848. 13 The two exceptions were Whig 
, . 
victories, and the leaders of the Whigs, as business men, 
14 pr!ma~1ly, we~a d1sc1plos or Hasilton•s financial p lic1ea. 
Commerce and business yore no longer subsidiary t o agricul-
ture in the United States . The two parties that vied tor 
political power at the poll 1n this new day were the repre-
eentat1ves or the wealthy business man and the 1ow11 agra-
r1an .15 The political control of the landed gentle~n was 
at an end. 16 
Th1s vas not the America that Coope~ raised in his 
Iiotions of tp,e Am~r1cana end whose history end customs he 
glorified in his literature between 1820 anc 1828 and in the 
. . 
later novels, too, which de81 with the history and customs of 
. 
colobial days or the e~rly nays of t he republic, nor the early 
Templeton of The ~1onoer~ (Cooper's f1ct1one11zed stor.y of the 
Cooperatovn settlcroont). 'rh.ta is thl) m~mpleton that Cooper 
pictures in Home As Found at a lator perlod. This is not 
the orde~li and f1r at stage of r~rk Woolston's government 
as Cooner e~plains it in The CratAr but the 'disorderly one 
it became attcr the immigration. Tha ways ot the ordered 
. 
13 Ib1d., p . 
-
248. 
14
'l'he Age c.f Jack3on, pp . 279 , 287. 
1~ 
""".LOC • oit • 
lGDooltne or Aristocraoz, p . 274. 
life and gove~nmant in New York are, 11kev1oe, giving war to 
innovations which disturb the older settlars. The problems 
of OoopGr ' s life stem troa theae !nteg1~at1ng forces. In 
pa~t1cular , tb.e majo~1ty int'luenoe 1n politics annoye 111m. 
Th~ pure d~wooracy, ~~dtson has said, createa fact1or.s and 
g1vee the poor -.n oon.t:rol of the propert7 or the x•1oh. 17 
This leadn us tc an examination of Cooper's vie~a on liquid 
llealth end political parties as essential to an tmderetand'lllg 
of his agrarian views . 
In Homeward Bound, Cuoper contrasts two cousin 1u the 
- ·-
Effingl'..am famill • The7 cloael7 resembled each oth9t• in be~ 
- . 
ta11 1 handsome, and commanding 1n n:ppear·ar .. co . They both had 
cultivated minds and extensive intercourse with the world. 
Edward vas amiable and winning 1n ttanner; John was repulsive 
and forbidding. 
The noble outlin~ of face in Edwa~d Effingham had 
got to be cold sevor1ty !n that of JOhnJ the 
aoquil1ne nose or tho latt~r seemed to poesesa 
au eagle- 11.lce and hostil~ cur-vstUl~e. 18 
Edward represents the beneficent effect of wealth in laildJ 
John~ ~he nar-deu1ng affect o! 11qti1d wealth. 
The oous1nB were both r1eh, though in ways ~s 
oppoeite as their dispositions and ways or thought. 
J.7The Fedornl1at, #10, p . 54 . 
l~he bge or Jaokaon, p . -376. 
Homeward Bound, vol . 5, 478. 
Edward Effingham possessed a large hereditary 
property, that brought a good income, and which 
attached him to this world of ours by kindly 
feeltngs towards ita lanu and·vsterJ while John, 
much the wealthier of the two, having inherited 
a large oomrrsro•al fortune, d!d not own ground 
enough to bury him. As he eometimea deridingly 
~Ja1dt he 'kept his gclc11n oorporations that were 
aa soulless as himself.• 19 
28 . 
The Eftinghama visit Vall Street, and evan the monoyhardened 
John finds the apeculation here alarming. Scores of people 
are rusAlng madly about in the race for moneyJ they are 
bidding eagerly against each oth~r for land, from mapa 
. 
Yhich cover the valls, "in the teax·ful delusion of growing 
r1oh by pushing a fancied value to a point st1ll h1gher."20 
Men who had nothing five rears ago have false notions as to 
the present value or their possessions. This mania tor ~oney, 
vith 1ts corrupting influence, has pervaded the whole com-
. . 
munity, and money eeeme the end of life, rather than the 
. 
mean~, in this center of reclcleaa gambling. John comments 
as the E:ff'ihghe.ms ride through the crowded streets • 
The man who aells· h1s inland lo~s at a prof1t,21 
secured by credit, f'ancisa himself enriched, and 
he extende his manner or 11T1ng 1n proportion. 
The bo1 from the countr)' becomes a mei•ohant -- or 
what is here called a merchant --· and <;.bte.ins a 
credit in Europe, a hundred times excooding his 
means, and caters to these fancied wantBJ&nd thus 
l9Loo. cit. 
20HOme As Found, vol. 6, 54. 
21Home Aa Found, vol. 6, 56. 
1s every avenue of soo1et7 thronged with adventurers, 
the ephemera of the same widespread spirit of 
reckless folly . Millions in value pass out or these 
streets, that go to feed the vanity of those who 
faQcy themaelves wealthy, because they hold some 
ideal pledges for the payment of advances in price 
like those mentioned by the auctioneer , and which 
have some such security for the eventual payment, 
as one can find in calling a thing that is really 
worth a dollar, worth a hundred. 
In The Monik1ns, Cooper caricatures the ignoble aspira-
tions of money capitalism in telling the story of Tom Gold-
enoalf's riso from poverty to riches and of his son, John, 
who inherits his father's wealth. John was born a waif and 
22 
apprenticed in time to a shopkeeper. ~his master exploits 
the vanities or hie customersJ he teaches Tom to do the 
23 
same. Drawing ~om to the wtndow one day, the $hopkeeper 
shows him some of his neighbors on the way to church and 
boasts of the money he has made from encouraging their 
vanities. 
24 Here, thou see'et the wife of our neighbor, the 
pastry cooks with what an air she tosses her head 
and displays the bauble thou sold 1 st her yesterday; 
well, even that slattern, idle and vain, and little 
vorthy of trust as she is, carries about with her 
a portion of my capital! 
Tom sh~h1maelf an apt pupil: 
22The 1 onik1n~, vol . 7, 234 and 235. 
23 Ibid., pp. 235 and 236. 
-24 The I".onikins , vol. 7, p. 236. 
29: 
25 She gave me a guinea, master, for that which did 
not coat a seven-shilling piece! 
The shopkeeper continuos his lesson: 
26 She did, indeed, Tom, and it vee her venlty that 
urged her to do it. I t:t'aoe upon her folly, 
,ounker, and upon that of all mankind; now dost thou 
see with what e. capital I carry on my e.ffaii•s? 
I This e ar>ly experience euablea Tom to study the caprices or 
men which, "!ll'Operly 1mp:?oved, S.I'e of themselves a mine of 
lTe 1 th.. • 1 11 '27 
The oeger pupil soon advances beyond his teacher in his 
skill at accumulating 11qu1~ wealth by venturing into spec-
ulatton ln bo~ds and stocks. 
28 No manufacturer of n head of a ~i~ over attainec 
greater dexterity in his single-minded vocation, 
• • • He grew r1che~ ho~ly and • • . tas pretty 
generally known • • • to be the warmest man who 
had anything to do with tha stock exchange . • • 
Since he is grasping, ho novor earns enough to satisfy his 
miserly nature. He spends sleepless nights worrying about 
his money and wiahos e.n a~equata supply of bayonets to pro-
toot his w~ulth.. 29 Ever.. tuation~ if ho cannot elude it , 
may helP in guarding hie hoards. 
25Loc .cit. 
26Loc .oit. 
27-~ . d 23-~ , p. :J. 
28r· · ~ "47 
...£::!:.2. • I p • &:. • 
29Tne Monlkins , vol . 7, 253 . 
30 . 
1~ came to conceive taxation necessary •• toBO 
the protection of property, a branch of political 
~cience that he had so studied as to succeed 1h 
protecting his own estate , in a moasure, against 
even this great ally itself. \ 
He becomes very uncharitable: ~ 
··, 'l A1'ter he became worth a million, it vas observed 
that all his opinions grow less favorable to 
mankind in general, and that 1~ was much disnosed 
to exaggerate the amount and quality of the few 
boons which Providence bad bestowed on the poor. 
t1J1en John fell hei1• to :rus father's wealth, he decided 
tnat h:ls fa tho~ hltd made the mistake of' hoarding his money . 
To avo:Ld this el'•l"or of cont!'act1on, he felt the only safe 
;,2 
couNJe wae expansion. Ha r:w.de up his mind "to do what no 
polit!.c:al economist had ever yet thought of doing . " In ehort, 
he detE·rn:ined to ca.r~y out tho principle of. the social stake 
in such a way n~ to cause him to love all things and beco~ 
33 
worthy or his t~ust. Although ho bought land, his money 
\ 
interests superseded the agricultural ones. He made purchases 
or estates in England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales to equalize 
hie sent1ments juotly bet~een the difforont portions of his 
nativo oountrj'.:54 He extended the system to the colonies, had 
30~~·, p. 21~7. 
31· it :.~00. c • 
32~[b1d . , p . 266. 
33J.,oc . e1 t. 
34~~he Mon1k1na, vol . 7, 266 and 267. 
32. 
East India shares, a running ship, Canaoa land, a plantation' 
1n Jamaica, sheep at the Cape , and at New South Walea.35 He 
had an indigo ooncern at Bengal, an establishment for the 
colle~tion or antiques in the Ionian Ieles, and a connection 
with a shipping house for the general supply of our various 
depenc1enc1ea with beer, 'bacon, cheese, broad clothe , and 
1.ronmongery. He eztended his interests into taking shares 
. 
in dij~ferent salt and coal llliilea in German1, preo1ous metals 
. 36 
in South America , and ao on. He bought a sugar and cotton 
plant~Ltion on the banks of the M1ssisa1pp1.37 
The earth and all it contained assumed new glories in 
his eyoa . He had ful:f'1lled the 11eaaent1al conditions of the' 
politlcal economiata, the jurists, the constitution- mongers 
• • • and h&d stakes in half the societies in tho world . n38 
He was fit "to advise , to dictate to moat of the people ot 
Christendom" J for he 11had taken a direct !ntereot in their 
. 
velfar o" "by making them his ovn..39 In t!'aVelling a r ound, he 
reaches the land of the Monikins, the home o~ some monkeJS 
:who behave 11lro small men. In fact, the Leaplov of their 
country 1s a caricature of some or the ct~rent practices of 
.35Loo . o1t. 
31~oc. cit. 
3
'7Loc . cit . 
38Loc . cit . 
3~1The Mollik1na , vol. 7, 267. 
; 
33' .. 
40 the United States. After etudying there and elsewhere the 
atak~3 in society theory ot money capital, John Goldencalf 
rejeiJts 1t in disgust because self-inter-est lurks beh!na it, 
and "money is .a bad foundation for power."41 Cooper's fa .. 
vori1;e text for h1a agrarian sermons against cap.ttal!sm is 
that money is the root of all evil . From the setting and 
the charact~r1zat1ons of To• and John Goldencalf, the con-
traot1onal1st and the exPQns1oniat, The Mon1k1ne seems clearly 
an agrarian attack on trade and commerce and the attack or 
an Am3rlcan agrarian on the oo~rc1alia~ of England. 
:rn ~he Crater, Cooper explain• the ideal government 
vh!ch Ma~k Woolston establiahed at a crater. The immigrants 
who a1•rived later at the crater changed the vise provisions 
ot the~ government and destroyed completely the happy colony 
which Mark Woolston bad founded at the beginning. In 
speaking of commerce at the crater in that first and peace-
ful period of Mark Woolaton•a colony, Ooope~ remarks that 
42 
commerce oooup1ed ita pro~r place 1n serving the needs of 
~n e.gr.leultural societ-y inetead of dom1na.t1ng the affairs 
of the colony. 
4oib1d.: p . 31t4. 
lflibid., p . 1!23. 
-
42The Crater, vol. 5, 207. 
43 Abundance reigned on every side J 1n addition t o 
the productions of · the island, 1n themaelves ao 
ample and generous, commerce had brought its 
acquisitions , and , aa ~et , trade occupied the 
place a viae d1ecri11l1Dat1on would give it . .Al 1. 
such interests are excellent as incidents in the 
great scheme or human h&pp1nes& J but woe betide 
the people among vhom the7 get to be pr1nc1plee l 
As the man who lives only to accumulate is certai n 
to have all hie nobler ~d better feel1nea blunted 
by the grasping of cupidity, and to lose sight of 
the great objects ot his existence, so do whole · 
communities dogenerate · into m&5ses of corruption, 
fenality, and cupidity, vhen they set up the idol 
~f commerce to worship in lieu of the ever-living· 
tJod. So far from denoting a healthful prosperity, 
us too apt to be supposed, no v orse signs of the 
eond1t1on ot a people can be given, than when all 
other interosta are made to yield to those or· the 
tBre money-getting sort . Among our colonists, as 
yet,~ commerce occupied its proper plaCe J it was 
~mly an incident of their state of aoc1ety, and 
1t was so regarded. Man did not search for every 
neans of increaaing it, whother 1t5 frUit$ were 
wanted or not , or live in a constant rever ~bout 
its results . The art1olee brought 1n wore all 
necessary to the comfort and oiv111aat1on of the 
a3ttle~ents, and those takon away vera obtained 
b 1 means or a healthy industr,.. 
In The American Democrat, Cooper repeats the idea that 
"comi.Ilel1 Ce 1s merely an incident of society, though there 
is alVf:ys a strong d1epos1t1on in commercial comruWlities to 
treat it as a principle . " In this extract, he explains vh7 
this is true , as he seee it . 44 
Th9 interests of commerce, ~a general sense, 
de,pend on certain great principles , which ought 
alvaya to be roepectedJ but, as these interests 
43~~he Crater, vol. 5, 207 . 
114~'he American Democrat , p . 160 . 
by their nature, are alway 11nble to be 1nfluenced45 
by the constant vicissitudes arising out of thb 
fluctuations of traee, there !o a strong disposition 
in those connected wi~h co~rce, to sacrifice all 
governing rules, to protect the interests of the 
dey. This disposition is common to man, but it i~ 
more activo in merchants, on account of the magni-
tude and precarious nature of tba risks they run. -
The agriculturist who loses a crop, suffers an in-jury, more or less serious, that another year will 
repair; but the merchant who loses hie adventuree, 
is usually ruined. 
Commerce ought not to govern a nation. 
46 Commerce is entitled to a oompleto ·and efficient 
protection in all ita legal rights, but the moment 
1t presumes to control a country, or to substitute 
1ts fluctuating oxped1ents for the high principles 
of naturnl juat1ce that ought to 11o at the root or 
t)V~n~y political syatom, it should be frowned on, 
n.nd rebuked . 
CoopeJ~ adds "that 1t ia a mistake to suppose coJIIJOOrce fa-
47 
vorable to liberty. Its tendency is to a monied arietocl'aoy." 
Meroh~nts~ "as a class, will always be opposed to tha control 
ot major1t1es." 48 
From tho evidence gathered here, there can bo no doubt 
aa to Cooper 's feeling regarding mercantilism. But, what 
1a his feeling about po11t1oal parties? WG havo alreadf' 
4' .. 
-'The American Demoo at, p . 160. 
46Ib1c1. ~ p. 161. 
h .. , -
• j Ibid., 160 
- p. • 
4E1Ib1d. ,· 161 
- p. -
quotod Cooper ' a comments on the party h!atory of t he Effing-
bam 1'aaaily. We have ~een that th1e fsni1l7 started Federal-
1st, but tho l.apded brllJlch settled down into "what they 
tlio~·ht we1•e Amcn .. ican (.lnd tb.e coliiDI9ro1al b1•anch into what 
might properly be trn'lmetl Engl1uh Federalists. n 49 Ue have 
noted t at the benign Ed'\HU·d ro,P ... esented the landed bl"anohJ 
the morose John, the business gentleman. 
lea Wall1ngf'ord, vholle !·tory Cooper tells us 1n 
Afloat and Ashore nnd ~ales Wallingford, ita sequel, repre-
sents the gentleu:an taOrchant with h1s lovaly estate at 
50 
Cl.avbonny a!ld his vontwes on tho sea. Li171ng in the 
young r~public t the time whan the Fr•tmoh and English sea-
men ver~ intorferin~ w:tth American shipping, Miles had un-
llappy ~xp3r1en~e~ with the sailors of both countries 1n 
1804.51 Yhen he tried to tell his story to the newspap9r 
r-eporters 1 ho found them decidedly pai•tlsan. One group 
wao 1nterestec only in. Er..glish nopredat1ons J the othen•, 
, ' 52 
only 111 the French ones . In hie romarka on this situation, 
he •peuks of the Eng11nh sympathies of the Federalists and 
53 tho Frmlch syrr.pa.·:;hios of the Democrats. However, ha thinkS 
the Fee eral ·a (t.l'~ tr·ongc.· pa!'tieans ~r England than thf') 
4S . 
llo~~ard Bound: vol . 5, 503. 
~c , ~ miles Wall~ngford , vol . 5, 320 and 321. 
51Ib1d ., pp . 436 and 4'7· 
·-
52.Loc . cit . 
53I:b1d., pp. 433 and 434. 
·-
Datno<:rats are or Franoe. 54 Mile a ;allingford expresses theae 
1dea.n clearly in the two exce::-pts f1~om his :.,emo.:rlr.s the.t 
follC1W: 
If a Federal1at wes my au11tor, he would li$ten55 
o.ll day to that part ot my sto!"'Y which· r-elated 
110 the ca.pturo by the !t'r~n~h pri;·ateer, whtle 1t 
was vice Yersa wii,h Lhe De ocrats. Nost of the 
merchants being Federe11ste, tt..n::l the Eozlish 
nav1ng so ~uch more connection with my narrative 
than tho French, I soon found I was making myself 
~xcaeaingly unpopular b' ~poak1ng on the eubjeoli 
at all • • • Finding hew unpopular it rrade a man 
among the merob.ante to prove ~~ything against 
Great Britain just at that moment, I 'lfas wisely 
silent. • • 
- ~6 
I do not think the French-American x:urty was quite:; 
us F?ench as the English- American party was Engl1:sh. 
~ hooe last ha.d returnee to their p:"'ovincial 1nde .. 
1~ndonce of thoughtj and, ~ell read in the English 
version of all poli'u!~al and moral truths , end 
l1ttlo road in thoeo of any other sto.te of society, 
t:hoy boliovQd; ae he t• _t v ... rships at a distanca 
1'rom a shrine , is known 1mpl1c1 tly to yield /l.J.~ 
faith. Tho English pai'ty had actually a foundatton 
in uoeply rooted opinion, and colonial adm!:tlQtion 
for the ancient seet of ~ov~r; vhe~eas the French 
cwod lte e.xintenoe principally to o pon1t!on. 
In conolao1.on, then, when Captain Wallingford had co1JJ.Pla1nts 
to make against English and French agrossion~ Colonel 
llnrbler would onl'Y 1noluc!a the British "1neolence on tha 
h1flh n an" in the Bepubl1can Freerran while Colonel Positive 
5~N!.leu . Welliacford~ -v-ol . 5 , 43' and 4:;4 . 
55Tb1d., p . 437 · 
-
56_;,p.td., i>P · 433 and 434 . 
38. 
ot the Federal '!'ruth Teller would only include the "Gallic 
oppNtea1on and the republican, jaoobln1cal 1nsolence . "57 
t~lof W~llingford concludes "that the pasoiona of f actions 
never leave thei:r follouors inclependent or their a:rt!rices and 
dee1gns . n58 
.From 1828 on, to the end ot Cooper's life, the struggle 
for p:>l1t1cal povor concerns "money and numbo:-s. "59 The Whig 
leadei"~!! repro sent tho aonocro.ts who 1 since the extension of 
the suffrage, have to command many votes ot the lowly to 
. 
succe.s.d 1.n Winning a.n election. To Cooper, "ptll"ty invariably 
. 
assails and weakens pover,nt'or the majority . 
When power io ~ the posoession of the raw, tha60 
many gain by party J but. when power is 1n the 
l9gal right of the many, tho fov gain by party. 
Coope~ 1llust~atee this in talking about the Whig campaign 
, 
ot 1840. He believed that "whenever the educated, the af-
fluent, snd the practiced choose t o unite their ~ana of 
oomb1ne.t1on and money to control the political dostiny of 
. . 
a country, they become 1rrea1et1ble , making the moat sub-
servient tools of thoeo very maeses vho vainly imagina theJ 
61 
are the true guardians ot their ovn liberties . The Whig 
eleotio~ of' 18110, tor 1:o.::rtanco, "af'tc:ra:::s l1ttlc more than 
. 
57lU.les Va111ngtord, vol . 5, 4'6 and 4'7. 
58Ibid. 1 pp. 437 e.nd 438 . 
........... " .. 
591[o;p As Vound, vol. 6, 190. 
- ' 
6olb1d., pn. 158 and 159. 
-- -
61The Redskins, vol. 6, 461. 
the proof ot the power of money and leisure, when applied in 
a ver~ doubtful cauae, in wielding the masses of a great 
nation to be the instruments of t~ir· own subjection. n62 
Arter agreeing that "tho political struggle between 
, 
money and numbers , that has so seriously manireated itself 
. , 
of late, u hae its daneere, Jl1r. Ef'f'1ngham, as 1•epre sentat1ve 
gentlemen, refers to another evil of greater magP~tude, 
"the V·~ry general diepolition to confine political discussion 
to pol:ltical mn . "6' In discussing this subject, he he a oc-
casion to mention the effect or having an opinion independent 
of parky. 
It 1a not for connecting h1maelf ·w1th party that64 
man is denounced in this countr7, but for daring 
to connect · h1maolf v1th truth. Party will bear 
with party, but party will not boar v1th truth. 
Cooper makea a eim1lar comment in speaking of the reason and 
of the toanner in which the Whig press persecuted him. 
Pa:t>ty misleads the public mind as to "he rights 
and dutiee or the citizen. An instance has re-65 cGtLtly occurred, in which a na.ttva born citizen 
of the United States or America, has become the 
object or s,-stamat1c and combined p.9l'seoutioil, 
because he published a constitutional opinion 
62Loc. cit. 
63Home As Found, vol . 6, 190. 
64w.a.ples, The lrihiS Myth of Jams Fenimore Cooper ,pp.l-7. 
65Tl .. a Amr1can Democrat, p . 173. 
that conflicted with the inte~est s and pasclona or 
party, although having nb connection with party 
himself ••• 
In his satire on J'.~.mer1ca, the L .... aplow of !rhe t·:onikins, 
Cooper draws a cartoon which still further er~hasizea h!s 
dislike for part loa. Two lines wore o1•dered to be dravn, 
morally , in ovei•y dJ.at::.'ict of LeaplQli, at !•ight nuglos to 
each othe1~ . 
6,. 
Thone wore termed tho •political landma.l'k~' of the 0 
count1·y, and it wna e:X})(!C"Gcd that ovex•y citizen 
should ~ange himself along one or the othev • • • 
· IIe vho ·doec not respect it is like one who 1o out 
of fa~hicn, and ha 1u eo ge~orally esteem6d a poor 
devil, that the usage has a good deal moN.~ Umn 
th~ rorce of a law. 
To explain vh.9.t patriot ~!¥)ana to a Lcaplou monikin, Judge 
Friend placed himself within a tow feet of tho po1.nt of 
junction betwaon tho two 11~es, threw himself int o ~he n1r, 
head over heGls , and alighted on the Ltne of t he ant gonlst, 
toeing the rnaz-k with a moat astonishing par ticular it-y. When 
he l:uid oom.!.-'lotcd this ~xr.>loi t, hs l"a rl:eA t '11.t a s1.ng l e 
false atep might have ruined him. 67 !!o axplained ~ also the 
r otary nnd spcilr syst~:m .!.n th:ta monik1n lan.d: 
. 6 
Wh'y, aa only a cer"Gain n~or- can toe the Ular·k, 
ve count a.ll tho:se vho a!·e not successful 1n 
6fiTha 1·1on11{1nf!, vol. 7 , J.:73 • ..- • 
C'"" 
'Ibid., p . '46. 
-58rrhe f.1on1kin!!_, vol . 7, 3~9. 
getting up to the line, as outcastsJ and af ter · 
fru1tleRsly banging about our skir ts for a time , 
they 1nYar1ably go ovor t o the other 11no, since 
it is better to be first in a villago than u~c:md 
in Rome. We thus keep up something liko an , 
equilibrium in e state which, as you must lcnow, 
is necessary to liberty. The fulnority take the 
outer places, and all tho inne~ are loft to t he 
majority. Then comes another subdivision of the 
places; that is · to say, ono d1vinion 1s for•mcd 
of the honorary, and another of the profitable 
places. The honorat•y, or about nine tonths of 
all the inner places, aro d1vlded, with great 
impartiality, among the mass of thoEe who have 
toed the mark on the strongest side , and who 
usually are satisfied with the glory of t he 
victory. The namaa of the · remalnder are put into 
the vbeols to be drawn for, agains~ the prizes , 
on the rotary principle. 
When asked whethel1 those ltno2 1 11 ms.nned as they a r e with 
. 
citizens of the same country," are hostile, Judge Friend 
replied: 
41 .. 
. 69 
P~e cats and dogs hostile, sir? Certainly, although 
standing; as it might be , face to face, acting 
on p~ccisely the same principle, or the rotary 
i~ulse, and professing to have tP~ !amc objoot · 
in view, via., the common good, they are social, 
political, and I might almost say, the moral 
antipodes of each other. They rnrel~ 1nter~rry , 
never o~tol, and f~equeutly refuse ~ to speak to 
one another • • • To be plain, sir, they are 
enemies •••• To epeek tha t ruth, they b lackguard 
each other with all their abilities; ho who manifests 
the moat inventive genius in this high aocomplishmont 
is commonly thought the cleverest fellow . 
Cooper, then, was not a \¥nig ~rom the evidence in th1s 
paper and elsevhere,70 but he wae not a Demol'!rat e1.the:ro 1n tho 
sense of b~long1ng to the Democratic Part1 of hts Jay. Hie 
repeated statements show clearly his detestation for anything 
that has to do with political parties. To my m1n~.1, he makes 
himself quite clear on this subject; but, perhaps, tha fol~ 
lowing excerpt 1s of additional valuo to shJW that he expresses 
his cpinions independently of any party and independently of 
the Democratic Ps.rty as well as the Whig: 
No freeman, who really love a liber·ty, and · who ha3 a'7l just perception o!' its dignity, character, action, 
and objects will ever• become a mere party Jr.an. · He 
may have h:1 a pref'erancce as to meaam·ot~ anc TOOn, 
may act 1n concert with thoso who think with himself, 
on occasions tlmt require concert, but it w111 be his 
earnest endeaVOl' -co hold hi~self a freH agent 1 and 
moat of all to keep his mind untrammeled by the 
p1-.e juc11oes , fraudo, au.d cyranny of :f'actlons. 
Cooper, moreover , definitely did not like the pure damo~racy 
vhich the election of Andrew J&ckson illustrates in 1828. 
He ~epeatedly expresses hia dislike of the people extending 
"' their power directly over state affairs~ 
Tho more a people attempt to oxtenfi the:h., power 72 · 
directly over state affaire, the less they, in fact, 
control -G~1am, af-ccr haviTlB once pa.s~ed the point of 
70rr~~1E:g :twgth, of J~mas Fen1mv:4~e Coop?r. 
7~he American Democ~at , p . 173. 
72The Crat~~, vol. 5, 237. 
( 
naming lawgivers as their representatives, merely 
bestowing on a few artful managers the influence 
they Y&1nlJ imagine to have seour·ed to themselves . 
Cooper resente~ Yankee dominance in th~ politics of 
:it • 
Now York State.73 Horace Greeley, a New Yorker of New Eng- • 
land descent:74 was~ aa much as any one men can be; the 
epitorrn of all that Cooper deap1aod in the Yankee. In the 
first placo, he ~1a.s o.n ordont Whig, completely eympathotic 
with the Whig program.75 He never opposed the party on anJ 
economic 1ssua.76 He was a stro~ advocate of the national 
' bank, for 1.u3tance. He founded the New York Trfbune because 
1 som3 Whig friends ve:::-e "anxious for a penny daily which 1fould 
'reach the laboring classes . n 77 :us Be fended the Whig program 
in terms of its benefit to the laboring man. 78 He was one 
of the u.en whom Cooper sued fo1~ 11be 1; GI'eeley figured prom. 
inently in the Whig newspaper attacks on Cooper. 79 !n the 
anti-rent wars, the Whig party, as a party did not protest, 
73Fox, Yonkeoo and Yorkers, pp. 221 nnd 222. 
7~ncyc~opcd1a Britanni~e, vol. 11, ninth edition, 160. 
75Schlee1nger: The Ag~ of Jeckeon, p. 294 . 
76 ~., p . 2C)5 . 
1'7 Ibid.: p . 294. 
-70Ibid . , p. 295 • 
. 
7%. Outland, The nEff1nphii Libole" on CooE<':r, p. lto. 
and Oreeley•a Tribune openly expressed lts aympathy for 
the tenants.8° 
81 It was a Whig governor who cleared the jails 
of anti- renters , and l."h1B log~slatops d~.t1 not 
as s group oppose the n:.oo.suree l.Jy wh1cl1 the 
ancient privileges of tho great landlords '\Terc 
d1m1n1~hed . 
Other Naw Yorker•s of New England de a cent, wh~ we:.':'e rominent 
in the politics of the a tate at t~ iE time , ·~~c T "J!'J.ov Weed, 
W1111aw Seward, and Will1n ~rcy. In fact, the Albany R~-
gency 1 wlth 'Ghe exception of l<:.art!.n Ven Bur·en, was oor~"Poaed 
almost wholl-y o.l Hew Yorlce:;,o of !~ow gnglttnd 'lea Gnt. 82 Thur-
low Woe~.:~ w~a lnvolvod in the libel ~uits, aw1 tho tr.on of the 
Albany Reg0ncy we:r•e 1nvol-ved :'..n the settlewent or the 
ta.anOl' llS!'S • 83 
1 0r a man dO vitally interested in eve1•y major question 
of his day, for such a fearlcnc and outspoken n to claim 
no part1, and to take no active pert in governmout aoems 
strango ~til on~ reviews the ~~~ty situetion. In consiaer-
ing his views, we discover that no party of his time rep-
rosen s h1sx1ntore•to. Tho poltticel strt~gle now concerns 
tho few Wnig leaders, using the ceases for the1~ own purposes , 
. 
80y.o:r.:, Decllno of Ar1stoc~acy, p . 438. 
81 L0c . cit . 
82Fox, ..,Y.e.;;;;;:nke;.;.;..e.;;..s_a ... nd Y_£!ka1•s , p . 222. 
83_. Outland, ~~'Eff1ns.ham Libels" ou Coopar , p. 39. 
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and the maas control of the Democratic Party. At an1 rate , 
1t ia clear that Cooper does not believe either in the rule 
ot the masses 01· in the J."'Ule or the monocrata. By the 
proce1s of el1m1nat1on, we wst conclude t hat he wished 
rule or the landed gentleman and a limited democz•soy . Was 
his principal reason for this that he believed t he tovly 
agrarian in political office would fail to protect tho p~op­
ePty of the wealthy rev? In his beliefs concerning property, 
does he agree with ~~dison aH he agrees wit h him on the re-
pl.lbl1c o.nd the pure democracy? Tho answers to the :Jc questions 
are o~ noxt concern. · 
CHAPTER rv 
ON ?ROPERTY 
As Cooper devoted the Littlepage Manuscripts, in the 
main, to the problems ot landl orda , these booke Yill turn1an 
moat of our~ 1nfor=at1on on this subject . Satanatoe, the 
first of this trilogy, concerns us merely as it sheds some 
light on the gentlemen or the early 0ays and their estatee. 
The ancetter of Seneca IievcoJDB appears, &.a well; but as he 
has no p~oporty in this early day and io the counterpart of 
Jaeon, we need to say no ~ore of him at the moment. The 
Redak1ns, the second book, deals with the surveying and eel-
tl1ng or tho lands after the Revolution} and The Redekins, 
the third of the series, deale with the manor wars or snt1-
rent uprisings on the estates of soma of tho new York land-
lords. 
In writing this series, Cooper was teaching l essons on 
the rights of citizens to the protection of their property. 
To him, the premise of those vho favor the anti-rent ~ove­
mant is the sacrifice of the clearest rights of the fov to 
1 
the interests and wishos of numbers. rro f~lt that, 1n the 
pure democracy of this neY day, prope~~J wa3 1n danger. ED 
. . " 
believed that &ny revolt , like anti-rent1em, vas a revolt 
1Tho Redskins , vol. 6, 46l. 
against property and, therefore, very dangerous_ He feared 
revolution unless poople respected the rights of propert7 
owners anu returned to the law-abiding ways of the earlier 
2 days. The ant1-nent . cocbination, Cooper concluded, will 
prove to be one of two things in this community .... "the com-
mencement of a dire revolution, or the commencement of a re-
turn to the 3oundor notions and juster principles that pre-
vailed among us t hirty years since • • • 3 He felt that anti-
rentism was the concern of every freeman because tho right to 
4 
property "ought to b~ most dear to eYery freeman." Because 
of thaoe convictions, then, he wrote the anti- rent t r ilogy. 
He wanted to &ive to the world 6. 11fair account of' the com• 
parative sacrifices of time, money, and labor, made re-
spectively by tho landlord and tenants on a New York estateJ 
together with tho manner in wh!ch usages and opinions are 
5 
changing among us." Cooper gives the essential facta of 
ant1-rent1am, but from the dogmatic point of view of one 
who is convinced that the rights of the questions are entirely 
6 
on tho side or the landlords. 
2Miles Walli ngford, vol . 6, 247. 
3Loc. c!t. 
4r,oc. cit. 
I 
5The Rede~, vol. 6, 461. 
6see: E. P. Cheney1 The J\.nt1- rent A~ita ·t;ion in the State or 'New York, 18 9-1846, 1tos. 2-11,1897. 
H. Ct~istttan, ~in Horns anc Calico. 
G. Hicka, Landlord Cooper and the Anti-renters , 95-io9 . 
4"8. 
Judging from the seriousness and boldnoRn of the offence, 
Cooper divides tbe Yan~e immigrants who rob New Yorkers of 
their lands into threo groups1 
7 The g~adat1on of the squatter !s from h!m vho 
merely makes his p1toh to crop ~ fev fields 1n 
passing, to him who ca~~ios on thB business 
Wholcsalo ••• and last . thought not · lenst~ in 
this catalogue of marauders, ~he anti-r-enters. 
In James Fenimore Cooper's novclo or nrc-revolutionary 
days, Tom Hutter of The Doerula~r and Ishmael Bush of The 
Prai:rle represent tho squntter who "merely ttnkcs hia pltch 
to crop l\ few field~ i:u pn~a1ng" and who settles on unclaimed 
land.8 In the land ~~nb that followed the rebellion against 
En~land 1 tn, Thouaandacres of The Chainbearers illustrates 
tho Ve:rntont wa.raude!' who "oarries on !a business wholesale" 
on land that the r1ch New York landowner and speculator is 
. . 
1!urve-y1ng,9 leasing, or selling. Dosaendant of his family• 
founding ancestor, Jason ~evoome, a puri~an villain from Dan~ 
bury, Oonnoct1cut, and a Yankee from Yale, Seneca Newoome of 
The Radsk!ne dramatizes tho snoak!nJ enti-re~ter at his vorst:O 
He wants the very taX>ra on which he J.ives e.nd which 1e a part 
o:r the manor on which hie 1anc:lcr d J..i veb. Decs.uue tho owno1" 
------------------~------~-------------------------------7 . Th~ n~daklns, p. 461. 
8 Loc. nit • 
. 
9 Loc. cit. 
lOibid . , P• 658 , 
-
does not v1ah to sell the land to him, he organizes a band 
of "injins" who try to intimidate the propr>ietor into giving 
up his land. 11 
Although these invaders claim land to which they have 
no legal right, they Will defend their possessions at the 
cost of their o'·:n lives or th~ lives of' the trespassers . 
Feeling that the laW' d1scrim1ruthel3 ~~aln~(; t-hEn, tllaf uia-
regard thie instrument of j11s-&t c~ w l'l:;h a.n arrogance and in-
dcpcndc;:-.. ce which they :..ave ltd.l·.a.1o<l wh1lo ualdng their living 
i'r·om unprotected, unguardan lands cs ·they a:ceue that earth 
12 !a comr:1on property ana. possession nine-tenths of the 1aw. 
, 
Natty Bumppo phrasos for Hurry the way lowly, floating 
Tom Hutter feels about the lnko he has discovered and built 
his home upon1 
Re claims the lake ae his ovn ~~opo~ty, in virtue 
of' fifteen yeArs' nossesaion, nnd will not be likely 
to give it uy to either ~lingo cr Delaware without 
a battle for it •.• And what will the colon~ say 
to such a quar-rel? All thia cowLtry mUBt have some 
mrner, the -gentry pushing their· cravings into the 13 
lt'1ldor·n~e:s , even· whero they novvr dare to ventw.~a 
in their pe~sons, to look at the land thoy own. 
Ishmaol Dush claims the ownership or the land on which he 
hne: ~q,,.atted. He has vory decided 1deae, too, about the 
ownership of land: 
11The Redak1ns, p . 601!. 
12The Doe:· sla;t:er, p. n ~· 
l3The Dee:rsla;;cr, 
. 
vo:!.. 
' 
9. 
. 14 
•ovnare l' echoed the aquattor, •I am as rightful 
owner or the land I stand on, a any governor ot 
the States . Can you toll ma,·atr&ngor, vhcro the 
law or reason is to be found , which· ays ttillt onG 
rr~n al~ll have a eaet1on, or & t~wn, or a county 
to hi a use, and another have to beg ro:zo ear:th to 
mako his grave in? This is not 'natw."a; and T. 
deny that it 1a lav.• 
5o . 
In tell!nr, the etory or ~hotsan acres , Ccoucr enacta 
tor u the ex~1tin~ drama or a lo 11 bu~ bold pionea~ mil~ 
ot hl.ird-y Vo":'montor ahd thrJ1r axae aa th~y b j;"nv· tho wtlder-
neas and greb thoir sha1~a of the land, or gn1n, :fret tl1G 
Now Yo~k owner.s . At thia t!me, too, no drcmutizos th ~lash 
betveen t~ la.nc!lord and the squatter . As I<fordaunt Little-
page, tho owner. and hia guide WGre out on th;: patent, they-
heard a e&v . 15 !-loving along in the d:twct ion of the :aO!eJe, 
they sav bcnrd~ coming dovn, ln the eu:~~ent of ~he r iver, 
much faster than ons Yho was lnt~reated in the pro rty w 
bs apt to w1shJ unle33 1 indead, he folt c~~ta1 of 
h1a s ar~ or the amount. Be~ore th~ sQ~~ttars captured 
lockod th~ ovnsr of thD pro 
their ettle~nt. This 1e hiP pietu~ac 
An open, half-clea"Fad ]>aoe or som.: e1XtJ acz·oo16 
in extent wae undor a rude cult1vat1o • Stube and 
at~mpe abounded, an the fP.ncea wore or log 
ho ing tho oocupanoy W88 still of recant date • 
• . • ThOU38Udaares, with hie family or hopeful 
so 18 e.nd de:~htol"B, n 1bering in all more than 
tvonty ~ula, had nquatt. d et that pot just four 
Je&ra before. The mill- seat vas admirable, nature 
hav1ng done for it nearly all that was required, -
though the mill itself was as artificial and ~kc­
shift as such a construction very well could be . 
Agriculture evidently occupied vory little tioe 
of the family, which titled ju::rt enough land 'to 
taake a 11 ve on' t' , while everything 1 n th~ ~h.c.po 
of lumber wa~ ' 1mproved 1 Go tho utmost . A vast 
numbar of noble pines had been folla~, anc b0erd~ 
and shingle we~e to bo seen in profuo1on on 
every aide . A few of the f i rst wer·o sent t0 
market, in order to oaet the fall rains, in order 
to send tbe bulk of the property into the coomon 
arte·y of the !muuon, and to reap the great ~oward 
or the toi of +.he eumme~ and opr1nu. 
51. 
In order to understand the Yorkeps and Yankees, those 
people from the pages of Cooper's novels , we need to explain 
briefly the use Cooper seems to ~take or his ohal.,ac"Gera in 
h1a didactic novels . In one soneo, there are two kinds of 
people% the New Yorkers of Ne-w Yor·k descent ann the New 
Yorkers ot: New England ces cent. Somo of these Yankees ere 
batter than others in sotOO oenaes of the word 1 bt,.t they are 
all alike in deferring to majorities, and money, and they 
have no respect for the property of tha New York gentleman 
nor for his superior culture . The average Yankee, there-
fore, who answers to this doscription, 1a oubvern1ve to 
Cooper' tl agrarian society. The gentlemen r-epresent all that 
11 goodJ the Yankoes , the evil . Tho Littlepageo all belong 
to the ~entry, anrt any Littlepage w~ll havo essentially the 
rigllt point of view. On the other hand, the Yankoos will 
I 
have a wrong point ot view because they received the wrong 
ideas about money, numbers, and democracy in Nev England . 
In these books, then, the gentlemen an~ those 'fho agree vith 
them are the heroesJ the Yankees, vho represent the trading 
propensities and ~,eater democracy of New England, are the 
villains. The characters in these books are similar to the 
virtues and vices of a morality pla1. The uittle~ages rep-
resent the virtuesJ the Yankee lfeveomes, the vices. 
Since the Ravensnest estate is the one Coope~ chose 
for the scene or tho anti- rent disturbance of his story, and 
the Van Rensselaer estate the eeene of the real one of this 
time, we may just as woll keep our discussion limited to 
these estates . The history of the Ravensnest estate may help 
us to see the comparative troubles of landlords and tenants. 
Ravenen.eet o1•iginally belonged to Herman No.,.,daunt who bought 
17 this extensive patent early in colonial days. Some time 
after, Herman had gone into the wilde~ness to make some pro-
vision in behalf of his estate. He had caused some mills to 
be erected and made some other improvements two or three 
years he£ore. ae was worried at this time that Ravensnest 
mieht bo within the rango of sorties a.s the French lay at 
18 T1condo:.:>oga.. 
Taking alarm aG tb.e prospect of a ccmpa1gn in the 
v1cin1t~r, the fifteen or twenty fami11es he had succeeded 
1'1.Batal.l I; oe , vol . 8, 392 . 
1o IJoc . cit. 
' 
in establishing on the estate, at lliUch cost and t1~ouble, had 
announced thei~ intention of abandoning the1f huts and 
clearlngs, Profiting by the la~ri; of the E>now 1 t wo or three 
had already gon.) off toward the Haropehiro g:r·n.nts, whence they 
had ol•ig1nally como. No:rdaunt cid n t went to abandon what he 
had obtained et so tr.uch coat and troub1e. Since he had used 
his mea.ns to m::>ve these paople ·to hie eotate, he naturally 
wanted ·tu k0~p them there us long, at least, as he considered 
it prudent . 19 
Confic..ing in Cornelius Littlepage, Herillan Mor:daunli re-
lated to him the problems, expense, labor, nnd patience 
tl1at the pettling of e new estate l.,equi~ad~ . In t he i'il'•st 
plctce, he had spent a good deal of money and trouble to get 
the ten or f11~een families who were on hi· p~or.erty . In 
the so cone place, to induce the tenar.:.te to rt3r.'.ain there, he 
~'td bco.n obliged to gr.tint leaaes for three 11 ves, or for 
thi:'ty ,;n ... forty yea.ro 111 soma cases, at rer.ts that were 
merely nominal . 20 As a ~ule , Horman concludod tP~t the 
COJillllsncoment of such a flottler.ent vas an arduouc undertalting, 
and the eAperiwant was not very likely to 3ucceed; unleas the 
landlot·c had both capital and patience . The reanon for the 
c1rcumstancee just ~nt1onod wa3 that people wero scarce while 
land was superabundant. In such a condition of scc1ety1 the 
19 Loa. cit . 
20~~tanotoe, vol . 8, 404. 
---
tenant had the choice of his farm, instead of the landlor 
having e selection of his tenantc, and tho latter only on 
euoh conditions as suited themselvea. 21 
Herman realized that his twenty thousand a.c:L')ea were not 
likely to be of much use to himself, even i f t:hey should 
22 ' -
prove to be profitable to his daughter. . Althou~ his de-
scendants might benefit , a cant~y later•, from all this out-
. ' 
lay of money and trouble, it vas hot probable thet either he 
' 
or Annake would ever see the principal and interest pf the 
suma ttmt he would have to expend 1n the vay o~ roads# bridges, 
mills, and the other things of that sort . Years would gQ by 
' ' before the l1ght rents, which a very few terw.nts would be gUt 
to pay in a year or t wo, could amount to a eutfic1ent sum to 
meet th9 expenses or keeping up the settlement, to say nothing 
·Of the quit-rent& to be paid to the crown. In spite of ell 
these discouragements, Herman had persisted becaupe he 
, wanted to make some provision tor his postorit7.23 
In answer to Corny 's question as to vhetber or not 
Herman r•eall'y no lonr,er feared that Indian ravages vould d:r1ve 
his tena.nts ott, our coloh.!e.l prospector answered: 
:riot much at present, though the danger was great24 
at one time. The Y81." may do rr.e good ae wel~ as 
21 Loc . cit. 
22 Loo . cit. 
23 .§!lt&.nstoe , vol . 8, 404 . 
24 Ibid., p. 405. 
-- ~ 
\ 
harm. The armies consume everything that they can 
get. My tenants hava had the ooliimissar1ea among 
them; and I am told that every blade of graas they 
55 . 
can epare -- all the1l1 surplue grain, potatoes, butter, 
cheese, and, in word, ~vcryth1ng that can be eaten, 
ana vlth which thay are willing to part, hao been 
eontractea fer at t~ top of the market . The king 
pays in go1.d, and the sight of ·the prec1ou~ me:tals 
will keep even a Yankee from moving. 
From about 1758, the date of the firs t visit of Rerman 
to Ravenuneet, until after the evacuat ion of tho British 
troops in 1783, the tenants of vonsne~t wero left vory 
muoh to their own resource • ~his pronerty, of ~ny thouaanda 1 
of acres in extent, had ·een partially settled unJo~ lvases 
by Herman Mords~~t. Thoae leases around 1783 hod mostly ex-
pired and the tenants were remaining at will, wai~iag for ~ore 
\ -
quiet times to renew tl·ei.,.. ongagottonts. 'fucn .HordaWlt Lit-
tlepage booame heir. to Ravensnest, he decided to t r avel 
northward and look sftor his interests on a Pl'O~rty that 
2h had been so long neglected • . / 
Am:mg his probiems was the making of a.. 11ew arrangement 
and a final aottlen;~nt with .Mr . Jeson Newcome, ths moat 
thriving man at Ravensnest as he appeared to engross in his 
single peroon all the bus1no aa of the settlcn;ent. 
lie was ~g1etrate , supervisor, deacon, -- accord1ng26 
to the Cong.ogational plan -- miller, sto~e-keeper, 
v111 lh·aver, tavern- keeper by deputy, and adviser 
gen3~al, for the ¥hole region. 
25satanatoe, vol. 8, 405. 
2~he Chainbearer, p. 318 . 
5~ . 
If there were a man noar I•11. N wco::re wh~m he r.uppose J"'icher 
than hlmaelf, he vould t~ve beon unhappy. When Moraaunt 
talked to Jason, this Yankee talked of P~s own troubles, 
the unfair con~itions of th.J loc.ccn, and h.is right to possess 
the property on which he and h13 family hnd labored so long. 
~ordaun~· Li~tlepage exulted over the prof1ta from Ra-
vonsnast. Before that time, the owners ~ad not benefited 
one shilling from tho property of Ravensnest because all the 
inoo~ and more money besides had boon expended on the aet-
tlemen"G. For this reason, J.tordaunt had placed no dependence 
on Ravensnest for income, finding his suppo~t 1n othe~ prop-
erty that he had inherited from his grandfath~r. 27 
Eventually, Hugh Littlepage inherited Ravensneat. After 
the panic of 1836-7, Hugh Littlenage and hi~ Uncle Ro rece1ved 
three hundred and twenty-five thou3and dollars in hard ca$h, 
Uncle Ro gave no c~edit and invested ovc~y dollarof the money 
in good six percent stock of liev York and Ohio. At thls po!.n~ 1 
,· 
Uncle Ro enjoys his good fortune and praises tho auper1or1~f \ 
28 1~~ ' 
or his native land. ' · 
I l \1 
While Hugh and Uncle Ro were away, they learned i~ [ \ 
letters rrom home that the disaffection of anti- rent1sm had \\ \ 
2'{ The Chainbearer , vol . 6 , 318 . 
. . 
1"Q ~~~he Reosk1ns, vol .6, 466 . 
spread to the tenants of Ravensnest. 29 They return home from 
their trip abroad. Warned of their danger among the tenants, 
they decide to disguise themselves . Uncle Ro wore the coa-
. 30 
tuma of a German pedlar; Hugh, a Gorman street musician. 
When they reached homo , they went to a meeting of the 
anti- renters . At this meeting, a radical democrat spoke for 
t wo hours . He condemned the feudal covenants in the leases 
which included quarter- sales, chickens , a day ' s work, and 
durable tenures . HO inferred that the tenants hnd acquired 
certain mysterious interests in the land by time and occupa-
tion. In speaking of Ravensnest , he complained of the short-
ness of the leaaes of that estate as a considerable numb~r 
of these contracts were about to end. Accusing Hugh Little-
page or never doing a day 1 s work in his lifo , he complained 
that this young man was squandering the hard earnings of 
his tenants in riotous living in Paris . Moreover , he doubted 
the validity of Hugh ' s title to the land . As the people 
had conquered the land from the King of England, he bel1evod 
that they had the right to take the land and keep it. To 
his mind, the tenants possessed the property on which they 
lived and it was a"goodly heritage , when divided up among 
hard-working and honest folks ; but too much, by tens of 
29Ib1d., 475 . 
3~he Redsk1ns , vol. 6, 499 . 
58 . 
thousands for a young chap, who was wasting his substance 1n 
31 foreign lands, to hold . • • In his opinion, the governors 
would not have ordered out the troops against the Injine if 
law had not been too strong for them; but , they were joining 
the squatter nov in putting down the aristocracy . Informing 
his audience that he waa a democrat , he said that he believed 
that one man was as good as another and had just tho same 
right to the enjoyment of earth and its privileges as any 
other man. 32 Whenever he mentioned anti- rentism, he hit a 
chor that pleased everyone. 
That the tenants ought to own their own 33 
farmo , pay no more rents , and pocket all 
the benefits of their previous labors, • • • 
was a doctrine all could understand. 
The landlords liked Mr . Imll , a mechanic , who refuted 
the radical . He explai ned that the landlords paid heavy 
taxes . He expounded on the pr oper t y laws , and tried to make 
the people feel hov foolish they were to think that majorities 
ruled . Ho said that he , too, vas a democrat , but he did not 
define democrat as moaning the equlity of men. By democracy , 
he understood a government in wh1oh tho sovereign power re-
side~ 1n the body of the nation} and not in a few , or in one . 34 
31Ibid., p . 592 • 
........... 
32The Redakina , vel . 6, 592 . 
33Loc . cit . 
;4 Ibid., p . 593 . 
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Still acting their parts , Uncle Ro and Hugh soon de-
tected Seneca Newcome in his Injin costume . Carrying a 
rifle , horn, and pouch, and otherwise equipped for the field , 
ho wore a sort of loose calico hunting eh1rt and trousers 
that carefully concealed his peruon. A species of hood or 
mask, equally or c lico, fitted with holes for the eyes , 
nose , and mouth, covered his head . That his companion, 
their tenant , was an anti- renter , that he might incite others 
to criminal behavior, did not surprise the Littlepages ; but 
that an educat ed lawyer , like Seneca , should flout the law , 
and risk imprisonment , did astonish the landlords although 
they knew that he came from a bad breed .35 
. 
At Ravensnest , the anti- rent ers waylaid the Episcopal 
minister on his way to their meeting and forced him to alight 
from h13 wagon to go along vith them for awhile. Although 
they did not tar and feather him, they brought materials 
. . 
for the purpose and gave a slow , shrill, banditti- like 
whistle as they rushed to atop the div1ne .36 A group of 
these marauding tenants burned an extensive hay barn. In 
. . 
addition to doing these things , two of these Injins , with 
blackened faces , stole into the kitchen of the landlord ' s 
home . On the brick floor of an open place beneath the 
35The Redskins , vol . 6, 598 . 
'6~., p . 578 . 
stairway, these incendiar ies laid mat erial for a f ire. 
Taking some of the common wood t hat they found there in 
readiness for the cook in the morning, they lighted it with 
coals from the fireplace . A considerable pile had been 
made with t his wood , which was now burning pretty freely, 
and the two rascals were busy piling on chairs when Hugh 
f i rst saw them. They had made a good beginning, and in ten 
or fifteen minutes longer , there is no doubt that all that 
portion of t he house would have been in flames . Seneca , 
of course , was one of the villains . The Littlepages soon 
37 frightened off t he anti-renteps . 
Uncle Ro concludes t hat Hugh has little to apprehend 
from t he anti- r ent dangers just now : 
The Supreme Court of t he United States is hia38 
buckler, and it i s broad enough to cover his 
whole body. As for his future leases , i f he 
will take my advice , he will not grant one for 
a term longer than f ive years , and then his 
tenants will become clamorous petitioners to 
the legislature t o allow them to make their 
own bargain . 
As Cooper ' s fat her sold his land directly and , as the 
Ravensnest estate di d not use the durable l eases which 
became the object of legislative attack in 1846, Cooper , 
through the personality of Uncle Ro , defends t he leases of 
van Rensselaerwyok on the basis of t he property laws of 
37The Redskins , p . 614 . 
,albtd., P· 714 . 
--------
6G . 
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New York in 1786· 7 and the United States in 1789. There 
were some -'!'easons why "a population like ours should chafe 
under the situation • • • and he thought it natural, though 
unjustifiable ; for it is unhappily too much a law of hu-
manity to do that which is wrong, more especially in matters 
connected with the pocket."39 Uncle Ro states the basic 
problem: 
The Van Rensselaer property is, in the first place , or40 
great extent - the manor, as it is still called and 
once vas, spreads east and west eigh:t- and- forty miles , 
and north and south tventy-f our . With a few immaterial 
exceptions, including the sites of three or four towns , 
three of which are cities containing respectively six, 
twenty, and forty thousand souls , this large surface 
vas t he property of a single individual . Since his 
death it has become the property of two , subject to 
the condition of the leases, of which by far the 
great er are durable . 
These durable leases on the Van Rensselaer estate gave the 
tenant a permanent interest , bei ng permanent leases forever , 
with no right to demands deed in fee - simple after the land-
lordbad received a certain sum. 41 
When the patroon died , the tenants owed a sum of about 
two hundred thousand dollars of back- rents . In the attempt 
to collect this money, the landlords found that the tenants 
were indi sposed t o pay these long- standing debts . To escape 
39The Redekins , vol . 6, 476 . 
40 Ibid ., p . 475 . 
41-
Loc . cit . 
from the payment of these just debts 1 these men, "feeling 
the power that numbers ever give over right in America , " 
combined for the purpose of getting rid of the rents al-
together. Out of this combination grew what has been 
42 
called the manor troubles . 
The law, however , covers these leases . In 1786-7, 
the State of New York brought is laws of real estate in 
harmony with the institutions. 
. 43 
At that time , hundreds , perhaps thousands , of 
the leases , which have since become so obnoxious , 
were in existence . With the attention of the State 
drawn directly to tho ~..ain subject, no one saw 
anything incompatible with the institutions in 
them. It was felt that the landlords had bought 
the tenants to occupy their lands by the liberality 
of their concessions , and that the latter were the 
obliged parties . 
62 . 
On the other hand, the Assembly of New York, in its memorable 
session of 1846, had imposed the worst sort of income tax, 
one which was aimod at a few individuals. It was doing in-
directly a thing which the constitution would not permit 
it to do directly . 
44 In other words, as 1t can pass no direct law 
11mparing the obligation of contracts,' while 
42The Redskins, vo1 . 6 , 462 . 
43Loc . cit . 
44 Ibid. , p . 464 . 
it can regulate descents, it has enacted, so 
far as one body of the legislature has power 
to enact anything, that on the death of a 
landlord , the tenant may convert his lease 
into a mort gage, on discharging which he 
shall hold his land 1n fee . 
As these anti- renters have already committed murder to 
effect their own ends , this proposed law practically en-
courages them to shoot a landlord to convert their lease-
45 hold tenures into fee tenures . Moreover , to make matters 
worse , the governors , concerned with this problem of anti-
rentism, have sympathized with the tenants . The present 
governor has "thrown the weight of hie official position 
aga inst tho old hereditary owner of the soil , by solemnly 
suggesting in an official doc~nt that is intended to pro-
duce an effect on public opinion, " that the Van Rensselsers 
should sell the lend which they do not wish to sell , but 
wish to keep , and that at a price below ita pecuniary 
value . 46 
Reviewing the opini ons of tho landlords on ant1- rent1sm, 
we find these gentlemen bitter about the admlniatration•s 
handling of the matter , tho partioe.n Whig press , and in-
clined to feel that the New Yorkers of New England origin, 
especially the large number of lawyers , e ditors of news-
papers , and active politicians who are included in that 
45The Redskine , vol . 6 , 464 . 
46Ib1d., pp . 481 and 48.2 . 
-
47 
class , have had a moral influence in encouraging the 
tenants . Coming from a society so different , they are 
likely to have their prejudices against gentlemen and large 
48 
estates . Uncle Ro feels that "the laws are profoundly 
asleep the whole time , " as if such acts as "ar on, anti-
~ rentism, attempts at murder, and all sorts of enormities , 
going hand in hand, in the wisest and best community that 
49 
earth ever knew , " were meritorious . In a footnote , 
Cooper re~rks that numbers would probably have succeeded 
long ago in obtaining t he property of the few but for the 
fact that the Constitution of the United States prevents 
the separate Statea from passing laws impairing the obli-
, 50 
gat1ons of contracts . 
Hugh felt .that 1t m!ght•be better to divide the lands 
of the manor of Rensselaerwyck, lying as it does in the 
very heart of the State , but violence or fraudulent means 
should not be used to effect this end . The consequence of 
such methods is too great . 
In either of the latter cases , the injury done51 
the community would be greater than if tho 
present tenures were to exist a thousand years. 
47 6 ~-, p . 79 . 
4Br,oc . cit . 
~6The Redsk1ns , p . 654 . 
51!0!0., ' · 652 . ~., p . 577. 
64 . 
• • • If the State finds political considerations 
of so much importance for getting rid of the 
tenures , let the State tax itself to do so, 
and make a liberal offer . 
6>5: 
He thinks the landlords will accept money for their lands 
if the offer is good enough, but neith~r the tenants nor 
the government ought to try "bullying owners out of their 
property. n52 To Hugh, America had substituted a government 
of man for a government of law . This government, in which 
so many people had a vote, seemed to produce a corrupt po-
litical machine because the politicians had to secure 
"majorities to perpetuate their influence. "53 
Was , then, the State really so corrupt as to 54 
lend itself to projects as base as those openly 
maintained by the anti- renters? Far from 1t: four 
men out of five , if not a larger proportion, must 
be , and indeed are , sensible of the ills that their 
success would entail on the community , and would 
lift up heart and hand tomorrow to put them down 
totally and without pity ; but they • •• have 
enlisted in the ranks of party and dare not oppooe 
their leaders who wield them as Napoleon wielded 
his masses , to further private views , apostrophizing 
and affecting an homage to liberty all the while. 
Uncle Ro found the Whig press so interested in stocks 
and bonds that it was dozing over a matter of grave concern 
to all citizens with property . Ue told his family to look 
at the newepapera that will be put into their hands to-
52Loc . cit . 
53The Redskina , p . 477 . 
54Loc . cit . 
66 . 
morrow morning, "fresh from Wall and Pine a~d Ann Streets. " 
They will be in convulsions, if some unfortunate55 
wight of a senator speaks of adding an extra 
corporal to a regiment of foot , as an alarming 
war demonstration, or quote the fall of a fancy 
stock that has not one cent of intrinsic value, 
as if it betokened the downfall of a nation; 
while they doze over this volcano, which is 
raging an6 gathering strength beneath the whole 
community, menacing destruction to the nation 
itself, which is the father of stocks . 
Uncle Ro thought llev Yorkers, by descent , were not 
wanting among the anti- renters , but he thought they acted 
either from direct cupidity or to gain popularity with n 
oet . 56 The New England immigrants , however , were influenced 
by the notions of the state of society from whic~ they orig-
inally derived. 
57 
A very large proportion of the present population 
of New York is of New England origin. Perhaps 
one- third have this extraction, either as born 
there, or as sons of grandaons who were . Now, in 
New England generally, greater equality of con-
dition exists , more eapecially when you rise above 
the lover classes; there being very few, out of the 
large trading towns , who would be doomed rich in 
New York, and scarcely such a thing as a large 
landholder at all . The relation of landlord and 
tenant, as connected with what we would term es-
tates , is virtually unknown to Now EnglandJ though 
~ine may afford some exceptions . This circumstance 
1s owing to the peculiar origin of the people, and to 
55 Ibid., p . 654 . 
56-
The Redskins , vol . 6, 678. 
5?Ibid . ~ pp . 678 and 679 . 
-6( . 
the fact that emigration has so long carried off 
the surplus population; the bulk of those who 
remain being able to possess freeholds . There is 
a natural antipathy 1n men vho have been educated 
in such a state of society to anything that soems 
to place others in positions they do not and cannot 
occupy themselves . 
Tho real danger , however, does not stem from the anti- renters 
who live on the estates , but from the active lawyers , poli-
ticians , legislators , newspaper editors , vho take up the 
grievances of the tenants and encourage them in committing 
felonies and crimea in some instances . f!Jlny New Yorlcers of 
New England descent hold profeso1onal jobs like the ones 
just mentioned . 
58 Nov, while the population of Nov York may be 
one- third, perhaps , of New England descent, 
and consequently more or less of New Englan~ 
notions , a much larger proportion of the law-
yers , editors of newspapers , physicians , and 
activo politicians , are of that class . We-
think little , and talk little of these cir-
cumstances ; for · no nation inquires into its 
moral influence , ••• and political statistics , 
less than the Americans ; but they produco large 
consequences . 
Cooper believed that "the notion tha.t every husbandman 
is to be a freeholder 1s as Utopian in practice as it would 
be to expect that all men wore to be on the same level in 
fortune , condition, education, and hab1ts . "59 He felt that 
the "men vho became tenants 1n moderate but comtortable 
58The Redskins , p . 679 . 
59Ibid., p . 465 . 
c!roumstancea would have been mostly laborers on the farms 
60 
of others but for these leasehold tenures . To him, tho 
destruction of leases would "condemn a nw:ooroue class of 
agriculturist either to fall back into the ranks of the 
peasant or day- laborer , or to migrate , as is the case with 
61 
so many of' the same claaa in New England . " 
68 . 
Cooper thinks that 11there is nothing so likely to advance 
the habits , opinions , and true interests of a rural population, 
as to have them all directed by the intelligence and combined 
interests that ought to mark the connection between landlord 
62 
and tenant . " HG also thinlcs the wealthy agrarian an asset 
to business and to the lowly worker: 
63 Wa all knov that as many minute gradationo in means 
must and do exist in a community, as there extnt 
gradations in characters . A majority soon will, 
in the nature of things , be below the level of the 
freeholder , and by destroying the system of hsving-
landlorda and tenants two great evils are created -
the one preventing · men of large fortunes from 
investing in lands , as no man will place his money 
where it will be insecure or profitless , thereby 
cutting off real estate generall y from the benefits 
of the increased price which arise from having such 
buyers in the market; and the other is , to prevent 
any man from being a husbandman who has not the 
money necessary to purchase a farm. But they who 
went farms now , and they who will want votes next 
November, do not look quite so far ahead as that; 
while shouting ' equal rights,' they are , in fact , for 
preventing the poor husbandman from being anything 
but n day- laborer . 
60Loc . cit . 
6~oc . cit . 
62 . 
The Redskins , p . 520 . 
63Loc . cit . 
Coopor felt tl~t whenever wealtn vishod to combine, 
the poor must yield . 
The column of society must have ito capital aa64 
noll au its baao . It is only perfect vh1lo oach 
part ia entire and dischargoc its prope~ duty. 
In Nev York, the g~oat landownoro long hevo, and 
do still, in a social aonse~ occupy the place 
of capii;al . 
69 . 
Tho poor must choose the leadership of tho wealthy agrarian 
or the .leadership of tho capitalist of liQuid wealth. With 
this in mind, ha continues hie nrgmnQnt t 
On the supposition that this capital 1o hurled to65 
the ground, or what u:atorial will ba tho cap.1tel 
that muat be pushed into its place t Wo kbov of 
none hBlf so likely to succeed ns tho oountx•y 
usuror t We would caution those who now raise 
the cry of foudal1ty and aristocracy to have a 
care of what they aro about . In lieu ot King 
Log they may bo devoured by King Stork. 
He thinks tho wealthy agrarian on his largo estate vith 
his tenant a wholesome and natural condition or society: 
66 
In point of fact, the relation or landlord and 
tenant is ono ent1roly natural and aalutar1 1n 
acoordanco with the necena1~1oa of mon, that no 
legislation oan long prevent it . A stat& of 
thingo vh1ch will not encourage the rich to hold 
64The Chainboaror' • p . 228 . 
65Tho Ohainbearor , p . 228 . 
66 . 
Tho Rodek1na , p . 465. 
real estate would not be deoirable, ' since 1t would 
be diverting their money , knowledge , liberality, 
feellngs ·and leisure , from the improvement of 
the soil , to objects neither so useful nor so 
praiseworthy. 
From the survey of Cooper ' s remarks and dramatization of 
property questions , it seems safe to assume that he agreed 
with James l~diaon that one of the chief concerns of gov-
ernment was property. In a pure democracy, the few suffer 
at the hands of the many if the government does not keep 
close control of the situation. Law is the only safeguard 
in times of insurrection. 
70 . 
James Madison foresaw a possible time in the future 
history of his country when numbers might rule and the 
wealthy agrarian lose his share of influence in the govern-
ment . Cooper lived through the days when number or mono-
erato ruled . In the early period of his life as in the first 
period of r~rk Woolston ' s colony, the wealthy agrarian ruled , 
commerce was 1n abeyance , monocrats were not very powerful , 
the Yankee immigrants wore still a harmlesa minority . I t 
was a wealthy agrarian's world . In this period Cooper is 
happy . In all his literattu~e in which he deals with colonial 
days or those o~ th early republic , he 1o happy boc~use he 
approves, in the main, of his country and its institutions . 
In Tho Bravo, his compassion for the oppressed majority is 
. . 
moving. In Thv Notions of the Americans , Tho Spy, Tho Pilot , 
he glories in his country. At tl~s· time , the principles 
of tho early government are 1n force . In this period, he 
spends his talent trying to make Europa see how much finer 
his America is than any other country. In hia later books 
of criticism, he is trying to make America see and understand 
American principles , those that John Jay taught 1n The Fed-
eralist and which he is repeating in his own way 1n The Amer-
ican Democrat . In his novels , he teaches the evil of money; 
he teaches the need of respecting property . He repeatedly 
teaches respect for the old republic and what it stood for . 
In the last days of Cooper ' s life , everything has changed; 
America does not seem America anymore . 
CONCLUSION 
Tho interpretation of Cooper ' s agrarianism concerns 
mainly the problems of the landlords wh~n they lost po-
litical control of the state or Hew York around 1833 . By 
shoving that Cooper accepted the tenets or Federalism, 
that he did not bolievo in the merchnnto controlling tho 
nation, that he did not believe in the people extending 
their political power directly over tho government , we 
conclude that Cooper was Federalist in his principleo 
72 . 
and agrarian in his interests . When we realize that neithor 
the Whig nor the Democratic Party ropresonted f~lly the in-
terests or tho wealthy landlords from about 1833, we are 
ready to understand the difference in mood between the 
novels which concern the period of wealthy agrarian control 
in state and nation, and the later per iod when numbers or 
monocrats compete tor tho political power. 
Throughout his life, Cooper seems in happy accord with 
the general political developments in his state and nation 
whenever he presented tho life or colonial, revolutionary, 
or agricultural America and Now York State as he knew it 
in the early days of tho Republic from 1789 to approximately 
1833 . In these time settings , tor example, belong the books 
which contain the immortal charac~~ro of Harvey Birch, Natty 
Bumppo, and Long Tom Coffin, the. craationa of Cooper ' s 
early writings in The Spy, The Last or the Mohicano , and 
Tho Pilot . In these time settings , too , belong The Deer-
slayer, Tho Pathfinder and Satanatoe , the fiction of Cooper ' s 
later years which represents soma of his happiest work. 
The lovable Cooper or his fellow countrymen is nationalistic 
and patriotic in mood . Cooper remains patriotic in mood, 
but many ~f his readers may not sense this at first , because 
to them his disapproval of the country seems to outshine 
his love for it . 
Cooper sympathized with the problems of the American 
colonies and early Republic . He pictured pleasantly the 
1 
early Dutch trading center in New York in The Water Witch. 
He praised repeatedly the prowess of the Yankee seamen aa 
they navigated the waterways of the world with their packet 
2 
service and carrying t rade . Once , he even_imagined t hese 
indomitable sailors as stranded in the Antar cttc.3 He ac-
cepted the cause of tho Revolution enthusiastically and ad-
mired both Washington and Lafayette . 4 We have referred 
previously to the picture Cooper gives in Miles Wallingford 
of the way in which both the French and English treated the 
. . 
1cooper , The Water Witch, vol . 4, 503- 520, 720. 
2Notions , vol . 1, 8 . 
3The Sea Lions , vol . 4, 141 . 
4 Notions , Vol . 1, 51 . 
neutral ships of the young American nation . 
In his literature of the American Re volution, Cooper 
demonstrated the enthusiasm of the patriot and the timeli-
ness of true historic perspective . Tho pictures in ~ 
~ and Wyandotte which represent the neutral ground of 
revolutionary New York 1n the objective light of today 
were the work of a true historian. The fairness to loyalists 
and rebels alike probably came from the author ' s acquaintance 
\ directly and indirectly with the man on both sides . He lmew 
that neither side had any monopoly on man of principle . In 
Wyandotte , he makes a villain out of a patriot; in The Spy, 
he depicts in Harvey Birch a selfless love of country, the 
ideal patriot of the fight for liberty . 
In this frontier literature , Cooper pictures and drama-
tizes the squatters vividly. Ishmael Bush of The Prairie 
has a .striking resemblance to tho Vermont Thousandacres of 
The Chainbearers . Both fathers rule their squatter families 
with the absolute power of a patriarch, both lay claim to 
tho ownership of the land on which they have squatted ; both 
have large families of strong sons and daughters ; and a 
strong, hardworking, auspicious wife . In terms that apply 
equally to 11rs . Thousandacres , the author describes the wife 
of Ishmael Bush as raising "a hollow taunting laugh that was 
echoed from tho mouths of several imitations , whom she was 
training to a lifo as shiftless and lawless as her 011.n; but 
qs-. 
which, not withstanding was not without its secret charms . 5 
Both Ishmael Bush and Thouaandacres are acquisitive and 
wasteful . Both administer justice in their horre courts and 
are honest except about land . 
In his books which concern the frontier , like ~ 
Leathoratock1ng Tales , Satanstoe and The Chainbearer, 
Cooper demonstrates the courage and manliness of the scouts . 
He records the struggles of the colonists between the white 
and red man, as civilization overflows into the western con-
tinent to drive the Indians from their great expanses of 
land and to commence the battles between rival nations as 
they fought each other for the possession of the rich re-
s ources and earth of thi~ vast new continent . In his 
frontier literature , Cooper painted his wilderness with the 
tender touch of one to whom every tree , lake , and animal 
vas precious . In Satanstoe , Corny Littlepage and Dirck 
Follock admire the manors along the Hudson as these lesser 
gentlemen travel to and fro from New York in colonial days 
and anticipate a powerful nobility for future days . 
In three novels , The Chainbearer, The Pioneers and 
Miles Wallingford, Cooper pict ures the life of the pioneer 
in New York in the first years of the nineteenth century. 
The Chainbearer, the second one or the anti- rent series , 
shows the life, har~sh!ps , and methods/ of the aurveyor in 
5The Prairie , vol . 2, 26 . 
q6. 
measuring the large tracts or land which the Littlepagea 
ovn in the wilderness . In The Pioneers , Cooper fict ionalizes 
the problema of his father , Judge Cooper, in erecting a home 
in the wilderness and W1tming hit way to affluence . Miles 
Wallingford, a sequel to Afloat nnd Ashore , describes Claw-
bonny, the agrarian Utopia of a landlord who is also a mer-
chant £or awhile . 
In The Chainbeare~, rordaunt Littlepage arrives on one 
of his infrequent visits to Ravensnest to find Jason New-
come running a town meeting as a New York gentle n of that 
day conceives that ~mocratic process . According to his 
landlord, Jason is cunningly manipulating the votes to es-
tablish his own "Connecticut- Standing- Order" at Ravenenest , 
a feat Jason seemed anxious to complete before his young 
Episcopal landlord arrived . Although Congregationalism 
. . 
1s a minority sect , the moderato,., , Jason newc ome , coaxes, 
. . 
wheedles , and tricks a majority vote from the electorate , 
which ho influences by calling Episcopalianism, idolatrous , 
and Presbyterians , anti- republican . This prominent citi-
zen had planned his campaign to make the poeple work on 
part of the church before voting for the demon1nation for 
then "every man would nat •rally work as if he was workin' 
for hls own order. 6 
6The Chalnbearor , vol . 6, 293 . 
Looking at the leases , Mordaunt ~iscovered that his 
father had given five hundred dollars to aid the tenants 
in erecting a place of worship fourteen years befoN .. , re-
serving to himself, as his son ' s guardian, a voice in the 
choice of a denomination. As the credits had been given 
for the full amount in 1770, "the money, or what passed 
for money, the proceeds of work, produce, cattle , butter , 
. . 
cheese , etc ., had been in Mit . Newcooo •s hands the whole of 
the intervening timo , no doubt to his great advantage . 
Thus , by a tardy appropriation of my father ' s bounty, the 
agent was pretty certain of being able to finish the job 
in hand , even admitting that oomo of the people would prove 
restless under the recent dec1s1on. "7 
With the keenness of an enemy to majorities and dema-
gogues , .1ordaunt ironically concludes that this Congrega-
tional church at Ravensnest was established on "purely 
republican princ!plea J the question having been carried 
• unanimously in favor of that denomination, although fifty-
two votes out of the seventy- eight were pretty evidently 
opposed to it . But republican principles weJ•e properly 
maintained, and the matter was settled; tho people having 
solemnly decided that they ardently wished for a church 
that in truth they do not rlesire at all . "8 
7Ib1d 
Brhe Cha!nbearer , vol . 6 , 292. 
In writing the Notionc of the Americans, Cooper is 
1a trying to explain American institutions to foreigners 
who ha.vo no basis for judging the gove1•nmant of a country 
. . 
which is new to the world . He is refuting, too, the unfa-
vorable argumsnto of somo or the critics . In writing 
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The Bravo, Cooper is concern6d vith the problem of political 
liberty . Ae the common man in Venice has no vote , he is 
the victim of the few corrupt leaders in the oligarchy of 
Venice . In this book, Cooper gives a sympathetic portrayal 
of a common fisherman who trios to save his grandson from 
the galleys and the Bravo who 1 trying to secure his 
rather ' s release from priaon. In Venice the few make life 
miserable for the common man whenever they wish. Cooper 
is here dealing with an important problem. He felt that a 
"history of the progress of political liberty, written purely 
in the interests of humanity, is still a desideratum in 
literature . n9 
In Home As Founo, Cooper discusses a 'problem in prop-
erty . In this caso , soma Cooperstovn neighbors claim a strip 
of land on Lake Otsego which is c~lled Three I~le Point . 
These people claim that Coopcr 1s father gave them the land 
for public outings . Cooper , on the other hand , feels that 
these people are making unjust claims , and he decides that 
he should teach the public , 1n this case , respect for his 
9 The Bravo, vol . 19, 411 . 
• 
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private property by keeping them from using the land. For 
this reason he posts the T:hree ~Ule Point . In ! he Crater, 
too , a problen ? f property rights occurs . A man struts up 
and down bef'ore the door or a neighbor with the evi dent pur-
paso of dioturb1ng the owne1•. When the governor hoar a of 
this, he punishes tho offender severely because he declares 
the owne~ has a right to the every poaaible enjoyment of his 
property . 
In the trilogy of the anti- rent novels, Cooper combines 
the tvo purposes of recording history, custome , mannera, and 
op!nions and warning the public of the dangers of anti-
10 
1~ent1am. These books , therefore , form a good summary of 
Coopor *a methods and pu~poses in writing his novels . 
The trilogy of the anti- rent novels ranges over a time 
apar1 of a little over a hundred years , giving a very cdequate 
picture of the ma.nnel•f, customs , and history of !iew York 
between 1733 and 1850. Thl:•ee generations of the Littlepage 
family live through this period, revealing their New York 
pre judices and paz·t:tc$.pating in the events of their day from 
the social , economic , or political point of vie"' of the 
. . 
landed gentry , from the colonial , English stand against the 
French end Ir.dian, as obstacles in the way of their expansion, 
from the American colonist ' s outlook on English taxation 
without representation, from tho land spoculator 1 a insight 
into the problems of settling new lands , and from the position 
lOsatanstoe , vol . 8, 243 . 
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of the wealthy landlord in the anti. rent struggle as Yankee 
and Now York proprietors struggle for the vic~ory of their 
• 
inherited social patterns o~ single farms in fee simple 
or the tenant laudlord ~elationship on the large manors 
with their leasehold tenure . 
Sat anstoo , the first of these novels , contains a colorful 
picture of part of the English expedition against Mon~alm as 
vall as other memorable pictures of early New York life . One 
adventure in this book vas as exciting aa any flight and pur-
suit in The Leatherstocking Tnles , to my way of thlnking . On 
this occasion, two sleighs , filled with people , including 
Annake ~ordaunt and Cornelius Littlepage , find themselves on 
floating islands in the middle of the Hudson as the frozen 
base or the ice over tho river molts in the diasolving warmth 
of the early spring sun. The escape or these victims from a 
cold and watery grave makes a thrilling narrative . 
In Satanstoe , also , we watch the voalthy patroon Van 
Rensselaer ride into New York City in all the pride of his 
affluent position while the negro servants and white chil-
dren, with their respective guardians , crowd the highways to 
catch a glimpse of this high personage . In this book, we 
. . 
first soe tho Yankee pedagogue , Jason, with his indomitable 
Connecticut air . We see the Lit tlepages , the lesser landed 
gentry, as they discuss education, associate as English 
landed gentlemen with the wealthy landed gentlemon of 
Dutch ext raction, and intermarry with t hei r own class to 
accumulate more pr operty in the hands of the few families . 
We see t he fa thers of Cornelius Littlepage and Dirck Van 
Volkenburgh, as he was called, pouring over the parchment 
map t lmt represented the estate of Mooseridge , that was 
located out in the wilderness . and that was now tho joint 
property of these friends. 
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The Ch81nbearer, the second one of the anti- rent trilogy 
shows t he actual organization of t he settlement: the methods . _ 
life , and hardships of the chainbearer, t he surveyor of these 
large estates . In t his book, we meet the Vermont squatter 
monace in the form of Thouaandacl'•es who settles somewhat 
permanently on the Little~ge land and cnrries on his whole-
sale lumber business from t he trees of the land . In this 
book, 'too , we meet that acquisitive Yankee agent , Jason 
Newcome , as he serves as moder ator of e. town meeting and 
manipulates his vote s to establish the Congregational church 
with t he consent of the governed before his ni dolatr ous" 
Episcopalian landlord arrives . At this time , too , Cornelius 
Littlepage overhears Jason•a shrewd bargaining with Thousand-
acres for the landlord ' s lumber which the squatter has har-
vest ed. 
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In Tho Redakins , the third novel of our trilogy, we 
overhear Uncle Ro telling his nephew, Hugh Littlepage , the 
large profits he has gained from the sale of the estates of 
Satanstoe ahd. L1lacsbush. He thinks no land compares with 
his native country and expounds on 1ts republican Virtues . 
With tho receipt of letters from home , he learns that the 
disaffection of anti- rontism has spread to Rnvenanest, and 
his enthusiasm for his America cools . After Uncle Ro and 
Hugh retu-rn from Europe, we watch with them the marauding 
anti- renters as they stop the landlords on the highway and 
threaten to tar and feather them, as those Injins burn tho 
barn, and as they start to build a fire in the kitchen of 
the Lit tlepage tNest houe . Inthis book, vTo learn that the 
Littlepages blat.llO tho Yankee legislators and Yankee nel'IB• 
papers for the depredations of the I njins because they have 
suppor_t ed anti- rentiam and are att empting to legislate the 
landlords out of their p~operty . Uncle Ro feels that t he 
worst predictions of the enemies to democracy have come 
true and that the cultured , wealthy agrarians , who should 
rule the land , are subject to republican tyranny . To Hugh, 
America does not seem America , any mora . 
As we have seen, Cooper used the novel for a number or 
purposes : to narrate exciting adventuresJ to record the 
history , manners , and customs of his native state; to refut o 
• 
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the critics vho believed the American experiment in re-
publican1~m vas doomed to failureJ to explain American 
institutions to visitors from foreign lands; to teach anew 
the American principles as given in The Federalist, which 
Cooper calls the textbook of American government . To a 
large extent , Cooper used the novel to discuss the problems 
and to interpret t he social problems of his day. In ad-
dition, Coopor wrote narratives about American life ~hich 
dealt with the characteristic i deas of the emerging cultural 
pattern. He used the novel for interpreting as well as 
representing life . Cooper vas primarily a social critic . 
Whenever Cooper talks of political liberty, equality, or 
democracy , he means just the degree of these qualities 
which coincide with the ·definition of the American Republic 
as Cooper and ~~dison define it. Whenever Cooper talks of 
American principles , he. is referring to Federalist princi-
ples on which the early republic was established . 
As our great American author represented the New York 
frontier in its aristocratic sectionalism and proud Ameri-
, 
canlew, his extensive writings make a remarkable source 
book for t he contemporary opinions , prejudices, customs , 
and manners of New York from colonial days through the 
anti- rent ~gitat1on . The lover of social customs and hlotory 
will prof!t immeasurably from ~eading tho novels of Cooper , 
because he will enjoy the intimate pictures scattered through 
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the books . The mature reader may f i nd a pleasure in sharing 
the vi ews of a wealthy agrarian of the first half of the 
ni neteenth century as if he were a contemporary . At t ho end 
of an extensive sampl ing of Cooper ' s novels , t he pers~stent 
reader will find himsel f well- versed in the opinions , customs , 
politics ~nd history of the per1od~hich parallels Cooper ' s 
lifetime . 
ABSTRACT 
Tho purpose of this thesi s , "Agrarianism in Jams 
Fenimore Cooper, " is to examine the social criticism of 
Cooper , as expressed chiefly in his novels , with the hope 
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of showing that Cooper ' s m8.ture political philosophy springs 
from the Jeffersonian branch of the Federalists and sup-
ports the social , cultured leadership of the wealthy agrarian 
rather than a business autocracy, the basic principle of 
Hamiltonian Federalism. To effect the purpose of this thesis 
requires evidence from Cooper ' s books that he accepted the 
main tenets of the Federal1sta at the ti~e when they eatab-
lishod the American Republic , but that he followed the 
landed branch of the Federalists rather than the business 
one in the schism that occurred in working out the problem 
of the new nation. 
To trace Cooper ' s views that root in Federalism involves 
a consideration of the kind of government that he approves . 
In discussing governments , Coope d1videa them into govern-
ments of men and governments of law or principle . The gov-
ernments of men divide into those in which the one, the few , 
or the many control the affairs of the nation. To explain 
Cooper ' s meaning , an absolute monarchy may repr esent the 
. . 
rule of the onea an oligarchy, the rule of the few; a certain 
. 
limited monarchy and democracy, the government of laws , 
Cooper ' s conclusions on the republics of I taly, and more 
particularly upon the Venet i an polity , as shown in The Bravo, 
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show his opinions of the government of the few, and, inci dentally, 
of the government of the one . His theories on England and t he 
United States clarify his views oL the governments of lav, and 
his comment s on the common- man majority of Jackson ' s time and 
later, illumine his conceptions of the government of the many . 
In evaluating these governments , Cooper shows his en-
thusiasm for tho American Republic. In both the Notions of 
the Ameri cans and The Bravo, Cooper refutes the critics who 
di sapprove of his America . In The Bravo, Cooper discards the 
governments of the few and of one as bringing misery to the 
many . In the Notions , Cooper demonstrates that England is 
far ahead of European governments in offering political l i b -
erties ou£ behind Amorica . In this book, too , under the 
thin disguise of Cadwallader, Cooper shows a positive appr oval 
of the institutions of his country, as he displays them 
proudly to an Enr,lish traveler . 
In order to show the resemblance between Cooper ' s vi ovs 
an~ those of the Federalists, ve need to examine the views of 
a representative Federalist . Por this pur~ose, James ~~dison 
seems a good choice . In tlie first place , l~dison discussed 
clearly the subject of faction and propertY- 1n 
the concise tenth essay of The Federalist . Secondly, in 
writing so many essays for thia document , the purpose of 
which was to urge tho states to ratify the c onstitution, 
Madison must have represented viewe co~on to a large number 
of the Federalists who debated, del~erated, and helped to 
frame the c onatitution~ In the third place, Madison later 
joined the Jeffer sonian wing of the Federalist~ although, 
at the time of writing for The Federalist, he vas collaborating 
with Hamilton and Jay. 
Wri ting in 1787, then, to explain the principles of the 
republic , ~md1son seems to thrill to the new government as 
the best in present and past worlds . The ideal government 
protects the many from the few and the few from the many. 
In a republican government , the majority have protection 
from the few by the very nature of the contract since the 
many can always outvote or evercome the minority. Because 
the main function of government is the protection of property , 
the difficulty, 1n a republican form of government , is to 
assure the minority protection from the many. To defend the 
rights of the rev and the many, therefore , a republic is the 
fairest and most practical solution. 
Some forty to forty- five years later , Cooper wr ote 
his notions of the Americans and The Bravo. In both of these 
books, Cooper refutes the critics who disapprove of his 
Ame~ica . In The Bravo, Cooper discards the government of 
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f3W and one as bringi ng ;nisery to the many. In the Notions, 
Cooper demonstrates that England i s far ahead of' European 
governments in offering political liberties but behind America . 
In speaking of the majority vote, Cooper is refepr ing to a 
more extensive auffra ge than Madison. As New York removed 
it a property qualification in 1821, Cooper is commenting on 
t h3 more extensive suffrage of a later day . He is discussing 
a somewhat current move , the consequences of which are dis-
turbing to many. Cooper's remarks on the subject seem to 
justify the conclusion that , at the time of writing, he felt 
that the more unlimited vote had, as yet , mbde no difference 
in the status quo . The few retained the reins of the govern-
ment and the majority recognized the.m .g,a leaders. The gentle-
man was the delegated representative of the common man in the 
United States . The Republic was for Cooper , too, at thi~ time , 
the ideal government in a pr actical world in which nothing is 
perfect . 
So f ar , Cooper ' s and ~mdison's views agree . In debating 
the principles of the new government, however , ~diaon 
differentiates carefully between the rspublic and a pure 
democ1•acy which b,reeds fact ions of a destruct! ve nature 
to governments . Fo!•seeing a future in which the majority 
might supplant the few in sn unlimited democracy, he suggesta 
making pr ovisions to prevent thia from ever happening be-
cause , if it ever does happen, the major i ty will control 
/ 
/ 
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the property of the wealthy few . The corollary of ma-
jority rule in an agricultural country is agrarian law, 
the division of the large estates . From this premise , 
Madison argued that the landlords ought to assure themselves 
a share in the government . As Cooper ' s opinions on pr operty 
and majorities belong properly to the period of the contest 
for political power between the wnig and Democratic Parties , 
we shall postpone discuss ing them until later . 
To establish the new government , the founding fathers 
agreed to a compromise between those members who leaned 
toward England for a model and those who wishod a more re-
publican form of government . In wor king out the pr oblems 
of the new nation, Federalist advocates of liquid wealth 
and wealthy agrarians began to refute tho arguments of each 
other in legislative chambers and oppose each other in po-
litical contests . Aa the first Secretary of the Treasury, 
Alexander Hamilton encouraged big business and laid the foun-
dation for its promotion. As tho first Secretary cf State , 
Thomas Jefferson favored agrari anism and yearned for a nation 
of small farmers who owned th0ir o~n land and voiced their 
preferences at the polls . Gradually , those who favored 
Hamilton ' s policies drew together into the group which 
b~camc known as the Federalis t Party. The Jeffersonian 
wing of Federalism became the party of opposition. The 
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Hamiltonian oranch of Federalism was the nucleus for the lator 
Whig Party; tho Jeffersonian br~nch waa the nucl~us for the 
later DemocPatic Party. Cooper cnlla the Immiltonian branch 
the English Fedaraliats and the landed one the American 
branch . As a boy Coopel' lived amcng people of' brilliant 
minds , aesocia~ing aa he did with some of' the very finest 
of the Uew York gentlemen .. who were Federalists ln the 
early days of the Republic and, in many cases, Democrats 
after the dissolution of their party . 
Living from 1789 to 1851, Cooper experiences a life-
time which runs parallel to the first sixty-two years of our 
nation. While reporting Cooper's opinions on majo~ities and 
minorities in their relationship to monarchy, oligarchy, and 
a republic , I have been concerned in the first part of this 
thesis with those views th~t reflect the satisfaction of a 
wealthy agrarian .. with his state and nation in the earlier 
years of his life, while the landed gentlemen still controls 
the electorate . Business is growing but bas not, as yet, 
roached a position to challenge agrar~an control . The 
Yankee immigrant into New York !a heartily disliked but has 
not, as yet, affected very much the polit ical or social life 
of the l anded gentleman. 
In the last part of my thesis , I have been concerned, 
on the other hand, with views that reflect the dissatisfaction 
of a wealthy agrarian with his country . In this later 
period, beginni approximately in 1833 and ending in 1851, 
the landed gentry no longer control the politics of the 
s tate and nation. I n this period, the Uew Yorkers of New 
England descent have a prominent part in tho politics of 
New York State . In this period, too, the American nation 
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is fast changing from an agricultural nation to an industrial 
one. The monocr&t and the common man a~o replacing the 
wealthy agrarian as the political leaders of New York State . 
In many of his books, Cooper expresses his dislike for 
t r ade when it pre auxoos to control the affairs of the nation. 
Sinco the leaders or the Whig party were merchants , Cooper 
YOuld not beco~e e \fhig . In various books , Cooper shows 
his <.Us like for political partios . A man may have his 
preference for men and measures and vote accordingly, 
but he should keep himself free from the trammels of party. 
To the Federalists, the protectlcn of p~operty was the 
chief function ".Jf government . Whon the tenants on the Van 
Rensselaer estate refused to pay their rent , held anti-
rent meetings , and d1~gu!sed themaelves a s Indians to thwart 
t he will of the landlords, Cooper felt that the nation was in 
grave danger of revolution. He wr ote the an·~i-re'!lt novels 
to arouse Americans to an understandi ng of the pr1nc1plos of 
government which the anti- renters were violating and to show the 
grave danger to property in not putting down the rebellion 
at once . In talking on ant1-rent1sm, Cooper shows that he 
believes that the re lationship between tenant and landlord 
is a wholesome and noceesa~:·y one , if a. lo~rly man, who cannot 
buy a farm, is to have n choice between working on the l and 
or labo:.:•ing in a fac·tor:y. 
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The interpretation of Cooper's agrarianism concerns 
mainly tho problems of tho landlords when they loet political 
control of tho state of New Yc~k around 1833. By showing that 
Coopor accepted the tenets of Federalism, that h~ did not 
believe 1n the mcrchant3 controlling tho nation, that he di d 
not believe in the people extending their political power 
directly ova~ tho gover nment , we conclude that Cooper vas 
Federalist in pr inciple and ag~arian in hio interests . When 
we 1•ea11ze that neither the 1fuig nor the Democratic Party 
representee fully the inte~ests of the wealthy landlords 
in tho later period of Cooper ' s life, we are ready to un-
derstand the difference in mood betvoen the novels which 
concern the period of wealthy agrarian control in state and 
nation and the later peri od when numbers or monocrets compete 
for the political power. 
Throughout hie life , Cooper seems in hap~y sccord with 
the general political developments in his state and nation 
whenever he presented the lit~e o1' colonial, revolutionary, or 
agricultural Amer1.ca and Now York Sta t o as he knov it in 
I ~. 
the early days of the Republic from 1789 to approximately , 
i 
' 1833. In these time settings , for example , belong the books 
which contain the immortal characters or Harvey Birch, 
Natty Bumppo, and Long Tom Coffin, the crcation3 of Coopor ' s 
early writings . In these time settings , too , telong 
The Deerstayer, The Pathfinder, and Satanstoe , the fiction of 
Cooper.' s later yoars which repreoents some of his l~pp1est 
work. The lovable Cooper of his fellow countrymen is 
nationalistic and patriotic in mood . Cooper remains pa-
triotic in cood, but many of his readers may not sense this 
at first because , to them, his di sapproval of hi~ country 
aeemo to out shine his love for it . 
Whenever Cooper talks of political liberty , equality, 
or democracy, he means just tho degree of these qualities 
which coincide with the definition of the American Republic 
as Cooper and ~~diaon define it . \fl1enover Cooper talks of 
American pr1nc1plea , he is referring to the Federalist prin-
ciples on which the early republic was established . 
As our great American author represented the New York 
frontier in its aris t ocratic sectionalism and proud Ameri -
canism, his extensive writiagc make a r emarkable source book 
for the contemporary opinions , prejudices , custosn , and 
manners of New York from colon~al days through the anti- rent 
agitation. The lover of social cuatoms nnc1 history will 
profit immeasurably from reading the novels or Cooper becaUBe 
~4 . 
he will enjoy the intimate p1~tures scattered through the 
books . The mature reader may find a pleasure in sharing the 
views of a wealthy agrarian of tho first half of the nine-
teenth century as 1f he were a contemporary . At the end of 
an extensive sampling of Cooper ' s novels , the persistent 
reader will find himself well- versed 1n the opinions , cus-
tcma , politics , and history which parallel Cooper ' s lifetime . 
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